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Notice to reader
The material contained within this report is the culmination of the Snag TEAM’s (TEAM) efforts
to date. The report organizes the numerous topics that the TEAM reviewed into the three main
processes that affect safety programs:
1. Outlying factors – topics that are outside of the mandate of the TEAM, but which
need to be addressed because they affect the ability for administrative and operational
controls to provide practical and effective solutions;
2. Administrative controls – these are the opportunities whereby training and planning
can work in concert to improving the recognition of dangerous trees at the operational level;
and
3. Operational controls – the practical opportunities or tools that the industry can use to
manage the exposure of workers to dangerous trees.
Within each of these processes the TEAM reviewed a number of contributing elements of
opportunity for improving worker safety (see the organizational chart below). The TEAM then
made a number of recommendations for WFP and stakeholders to address in the coming months
that will make forest operations safer.
The TEAM’s intent is that these findings and recommendations will promote collaborative efforts
to improve worker safety in the management of dangerous trees across the forest sector of British
Columbia.
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executive summary

	EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Western Forest Products Inc. (WFP) senior management launched the Snag Team (TEAM) in
response to having two serious faller incidents in 2005. The TEAM was asked to find ways to
protect workers from exposure to dangerous trees. A number of issues were reviewed and the TEAM
presents a number of recommendations to make WFP Timberland operations safer.
The TEAM identified a pervasive mindset, perhaps in many occupational fields, where workers may
lapse into accepting or taking risks against better judgment. The TEAM realizes that the mindset
of how a faller assesses the risks associated with removing dangerous trees needs to be challenged.
In some instances a dangerous tree is too decadent to safely hand fall, and we must ask, “It is not a
matter of CAN you cut down the dangerous tree, but rather SHOULD YOU?”
The TEAM identified a number of complimentary strategies and tactics that will cooperatively
increase faller safety. Essentially, effective dangerous tree management requires:
• Identification and assessment of dangerous trees;
• Effective and timely planning and communication;
• Adequate supervision and regular job cycle safety checks;
• Adequate and effective training for fallers, supervisors, and planners;
• Freedom and opportunity to select alternatives to hand falling; and
• Industry resolve to alter the mindset of fallers to stop taking unnecessary risks.
A TEAM approach is necessary when managing dangerous trees. No one process will solve all the
challenges. The process must start with cut block planning. Hazards identified by planners can be
communicated to falling supervisors in a timely manner. This process will provide sufficient time for
supervisors to develop effective mitigation strategies. Where timber and terrain types are conducive
to mechanized operations we must consider expanding the use of mechanical harvesters as a safe
alternative to hand falling.
The TEAM identified five core strategies for dangerous tree risk reduction to:
1. Promote the identification of dangerous trees during planning;
2. Increase a faller’s competency in dangerous tree recognition and risk assessment; and
3. Develop specialty treatments that will equip fallers with an array of safety tools for
mitigating problem and high-risk dangerous trees.
4. Train supervisors to be effective leaders – able to coach fallers to not take unnecessary
risks and promote a rigorous adherence to safe work procedures.
5. Increase the extent that mechanized falling is utilized at its timberlands – taking the
unprotected worker away from the stump and into the protected cab of a machine.
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The TEAM has initiated a number of pilot tests for dangerous tree risk assessment, pre-harvest risk
ranking, and limitation studies of specialty blasting products. Further exploration and product
development will be required before adoption at all WFP timberlands. Undoubtedly, the leadership
taken by WFP to protect a worker’s exposure to dangerous trees will drive change in WFP
timberlands and across the province.
WFP can partner with groups beyond its own timberlands operations. For example, partnering with
the BC Forest Safety Council (BCFSC), WorkSafeBC (WSBC), and the Wildlife Tree Committee
of BC (WTC) will enable a number of initiatives to be streamlined and implemented quickly, using
resources already developed. These partnerships will also ensure the strategies can be promoted and
readily shared within the forest industry of British Columbia to the mutual attainment of a safer
work place for fallers.
				

The Snag Team
Kevin Somerville
Peter Lineen
Dean McGeough
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introduction

introduction

1.0

The injury rate in forestry operations
has steadily declined in response to our
industry’s resolve to prevent work-site
injury. Although this is a positive trend,
the forest industry still has an injury rate
that remains 125% higher than the rest
of BC.
In spite of the numerous safety initiatives
implemented to increase the safety
performance of the forest industry, there
were over 5,000 injuries and 49 fatalities in 2005 — the highest incidence of forestry-related
fatalities in nearly 20 years. Seven of these fatalities were hand fallers3 – three while working on
danger trees, and four a direct consequence of creating a dangerous situation.This is an alarming
tragedy!
Western Forest Products Inc. (WFP) is not immune to these alarming facts. In the past year, WFP
has experienced two serious incidents involving snags. In Zeballos, a veteran certified faller was
struck on the head by a snag, fracturing a vertebra in his neck. In Port McNeill, a 32-year old
certifed contract faller with eight years experience was fatally injured when struck by a snag.
Hand falling is an integral part of our industry – purported to be the most dangerous occupation in
North America. In 2001 the Workers’ Compensation Board of BC (now WorkSafeBC) conducted
a cause and incident review of fatalities to hand fallers between 1995 and 2001. This investigation
revealed alarming statistics – an average of almost six faller fatalities occurred per year. Interestingly,
75% of the fatalities were to coastal fallers. Following this incident review, a number of safety
initiatives were implemented by industry and WorkSafeBC to improve worker safety.
In spite of these tragic incidents and statistics, we continue to have hand fallers on the front line
and often working on very rugged terrain – exposed to dangerous trees on a daily basis. Danger
trees, especially snags (dead and dying trees), are a prevalent component in the forests that WFP
manages. On a daily basis a hand faller, working in coastal old growth forests, may need to cut as
many as 15-20 snags – a risk that is a generally accepted as part of the job. Occupational Health
and Safety Regulation 26:11(1) states, “If work in a forestry operation will expose a worker to a
dangerous tree, the tree must be removed”. Herein lies the challenge – how do you safely “remove”
a dangerous tree when its structural condition has deteriorated and it is too hazardous to fall?



BC Forest Safety Council: Forest Industry Fact Sheet: 1999 to 2003 (website: bcforestsafe.org/bcfaller)



WorkSafeBC (June 2006) (www2.worksafebc.com/portals/forestry) WorkSafeBC announces results of pilot phase of provincial forest compliance
strategy



Western Fallers Association Fact Sheet (2005) (www.westernfallers.com/)



WCB/Weyerhaeuser (2001) report “Final Recommendations by the Falling Technology and Innovation Team”, Nov. 18, 2001
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To tackle this issue of removing dangerous trees from the work site, WFP has embarked on a process
that will provide leadership in reducing the risks. Undoubtedly, the decisions made for controlling
the risks of exposure to dangerous trees will initiate change in WFP and the industry. Regardless,
the need to manage danger trees is ongoing. WFP is determined to find a safe strategy for treating
dangerous trees, and is committed in its resolve to prevent injuries and save lives.
In March 2006, WFP formed a team of individuals with a variety of backgrounds and disciplines to
address the issues of managing dangerous trees. The Snag Team (TEAM) was asked to look at safety
issues from the perspective of a new company entering the logging business for
“The
the first time. With the benefit of sifting through all the information available
Challenge!”
about harvest methods and equipment, technology and innovation, safe work
practices and procedures, safety programs, and experience – How should we manage danger trees
to avoid injury and fatalities?

PURPOSE

2.0

MANDATE

We have a responsibility to make a difference in how logging is conducted, so that workers enjoy a
safe work place. It is not acceptable to “take risks” that will compromise safety – it is time to shift
from the pervasive mindset of “simply accepting the risks to get the job done” to “WHY TAKE
THE RISK!” This is not only with regards to dangerous trees, but also in every aspect of our daily
life. Life is too precious to take chances with!

PURPOSE

3.0	mandate

The purpose of this report is to communicate the findings and recommendations of the TEAM
to WFP senior management. The report outlines the various issues reviewed by the TEAM,
presents background information, and makes recommendations for future development and
implementation.

The TEAM’s mandate was to develop and recommend a strategy for improving worker safety in
the management of dangerous trees while harvesting timber at WFP’s timberlands. The TEAM was
asked to take a “fresh start” and to “help our workers” manage dangerous trees.

Fresh Start – given all the innovation and technologies available today, how should a company
manage dangerous trees as if it was starting operations for the first time.

Help our workers – provide support and tools that make it easier for a faller, supervisor,
manager to make the right choice when faced with a dangerous tree.
WFP’s senior management invited a TEAM of individuals having a variety of backgrounds and
disciplines to address the issue of dangerous tree management and to “develop a new team approach
that does one of the most important things any of us can do - prevent injuries and save lives”.  



Reynold Hert, President and CEO; Letter of induction to the members of The Snag Team, Feb. 10, 2006
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SCOPE of WORK

scope of work

4.0

The TEAM first met on March 2, 2006 and identified a broad spectrum of issues surrounding faller
safety and dangerous tree management. The TEAM immediately selected a number of projects to
improve how to manage dangerous trees at WFP timberlands.
March – reviewing of context for the issues and identify strategies within the scope of the TEAM’s
mandate.
April – draft reporting of strategies implemented for immediate testing and development of:
• Training modules – certification and awareness;
• Blasting technologies – safe work procedures and certification;
• Faller resources – Hazard ID cards; and
• Pre-harvest Risk Assessment and Mitigation Planning.
May – draft report to WFP Senior Management and continued refinements to products, including
blasting tests.
June – review of mechanized harvesting and refinement of report for WFP Senior Management.
July – presentation of findings to WFP Senior Management for consideration and development of
an implementation strategy.
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5.0	Findings
The TEAM explored three main processes as they relate to worker safety and identified strategies
that can be pursued to increase faller safety. Some of the strategies proposed by the TEAM can
be implemented immediately, such as training and planning initiatives. Other recommendations
will require management direction and time for implementing and developing standard safe work
procedures, training, and certification. The three main processes explored by the TEAM are:
1. Outlying factors;
2. Administrative controls; and
3. Operational controls.

5.1	Outlying factors
The TEAM identified a number of “outlying factors” that were beyond the scope of the TEAM,
but which are issues of significance to WFP and the forest industry. Unless these outlying factors
are addressed, they will confound the practical efforts made to improve the safety of our fallers.
Although the linkages may not be direct, the following outlying factors complicate efforts made to
improve faller safety:
• Aging work population;  
• Supervisory skills development; and
• Mindset of the faller.
All of these factors are complex and require collaborative resolution amongst industry, WorkSafeBC,
and labour leadership.

5.1.1	Aging work population
Firm data is not available on the average age of hand fallers, but discussions reveal that WFP
falling crews (both contract and company) are in their late thirties to mid-forties. In many of WFP
operations it is not uncommon to have hand fallers who are in their late fifties and early sixties.
It can be argued that the physical demands, reaction times, aggressive nature of the terrain, and
changes in work situations have collectively placed pressures on our fallers that can lead to errorinduced conditions.
An age-old debate throughout the forest industry is whether it is the agile young faller or the
experienced senior faller that is at greater risk of injury. Regardless of who is best suited to the
hand falling task, decisions made during the hand falling process are very unforgiving and in most
instances the work requires a level of exertion and reaction time that naturally diminishes as the
worker ages. The issue of “workforce retention” compounds this topic, because while there are many
workers nearing retirement, there are relatively fewer workers attracted to the forestry sector.
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Recommendation 1:
Initiate a task force to review and address worker demographics.
That WFP collaborate with government, United Steelworkers-Canada, industry, and the
the BCFSC to create a task force that will prepare an industry plan that engages labour,
government, and other stakeholders to address the aging work force issues. The plan would
outline current and future employment trends and identify the potential steps needed to
improve the work force demographics in the forestry sector.

5.1.2

Supervisory skills development
The process of how hand-fallers adapt to numerous progressive changes (e.g., the BCFSC materials
and certification process, updates to the Dangerous Tree Assessment process, adherence to general
safety standards in the work place) is to a large extent dependent on how well the frontline
leadership coaches, communicates, and controls the work. The BCFSC has recently introduced a
Qualified Supervisor (QS) training program to reinforce the faller certification requirements. QS
materials educate our falling supervisors to coach and monitor fallers for compliance with falling
certification standards.
The QS program is a good start for the industry but in most cases our supervisors are already
knowledgeable in the QS criteria and familiar with the regulatory Health and Safety responsibilities
for supervisors. The QS program needs to rigorously equip supervisors with basic leadership skills,
such as:
• Engaging workers;
• Motivation and team building;
• Conflict resolution;
• Performance management; and
• Effective communication.
Supervisor training needs to be more standardized if it is to improve leadership skills. WFP has
started to use external expertise in this area to bolster safety performance through leadership skill
development in the manufacturing sector of the business – and the same needs to be done in the
woodlands sector.  

Recommendation 2:
Develop a leadership coaching and intervention program.
Consider developing and utilizing a leadership coaching and intervention program within a
pilot WFP timberland operation. This program would target the operation’s leaders (falling
supervisor, charge hands, woods foremen, road foreman, etc.), following similar initiatives
developed and implemented in WFP’s manufacturing sector.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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5.1.3

Mindset of the faller
Hand fallers have been around since the start of the logging industry. This group of workers has,
more than any other, been depicted as the face of the logging business for decades. Along the way
the general public perception of the typical logger is associated with the hand faller and chain
saw. The faller is personified as “a hardworking, hard playing individual who will always get the
job done”.  This persona has developed over the years into a proud culture through generations of
loggers shaping the history of the forest industry on the Coast of BC.  
The TEAM focused on the practices and methods associated with falling dangerous trees. One area
of specific interest is the “personal decision making” at the moment in time when a faller decides to
either leave or fall a dangerous tree. The pressures on the hand faller have been well documented in
many reports, the most recent authored by the Western Fallers Association.  
The question the TEAM wrestled with was whether to tackle the entire area of behaviour and
practices exercised by the hand faller when going about their , because this broad spectrum varies
greatly and includes such issues as:
• Leadership and supervision;
• Skills and competency;
• Decision making ability;
• Cultural drivers (e.g., culture of our industry to take risks);
• Individual risk tolerance;
• Motivation and consequences;
• Expectations – actual versus perceived;
• Crew, company, and personal factors/dynamics;
• Worker retention trends;
• Retirement preparedness; and
• Training and continuous improvement.
All these can positively influence and support the decision-making a faller undertakes in the quarter
and conversely, can negatively impact the faller’s routine.  



McKibbon, M, (2005) “A View from the Field” – a report on contributing factors to faller accidents in BC and what must be done to bring them
down; BC Fallers Association.
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What became clear to the TEAM was that many opportunities exist for workers to recognize,
evaluate, and control exposure to hazards. The success of this process is whether risk assessment tools
are available and understood by the worker. However, it is very difficult to determine how to effect a
positive change in the mindset of workers. The TEAM believes this process will require a variety of
methods applied concurrently, paramount of which is NOW the supervisor’s (falling supervisor)
presence in helping maintain the daily focus on safely falling trees. The falling supervisor directly
controls the pace, quality, methods, and motivation placed on the fallers either directly or indirectly.
Therefore, to truly alter the mindset that enables fallers to take shortcuts or improperly assess risks,
we need to look at the effectiveness of our falling supervisor and woods foreman in leading safety.
This directly relates to Supervisory Skills Development, as discussed in Recommendation 2 and later
in the report.
The culture that has developed within the hand falling community has taken generations to develop
and changes to how this work is treated, from a safety perspective, may take a longer period of time
to fully alter. The WFP Safety Strategy and Plan required all operations to develop and implement
a plan for 2006. Without reinventing wheels the operational safety plan is one area that can be
aggressively worked by both salaried and hourly workers to pinpoint specific changes to improve
safety with our fallers. Planned activities can focus on “falling and bucking” items such as:
• “SafeStart” application;
• Adequate, qualified, and effective supervision;
• Quality assurance reviews and discussions with fallers;
• Prioritizing the safety concerns; and
• Provide leadership skills development to falling supervisors and charge hands.
WFP needs to ensure that practices and procedures are developed for the safe management
of danger trees. WFP policies and contracting practices need to be fair, safe, and progressive.
Management needs to give the faller the freedom to make the “safe” choices.  In addition,
supervisors need to know what process to follow to mitigate site hazards – such as dangerous trees,
weather constraints, terrain to name a few. The supervisor also needs to keep up with the demands
of the job – supervising the fallers under their care.

Recommendation 3:
Promote quality assurance and continuous improvement processes.
“Inspect what
you expect!”

All WFP timberlands operations ensure a specific segment of their
existing plans are specifically devoted to driving safety awareness and
change within the falling and bucking groups.

• Quality assurance reviews should be undertaken with external resources and conducted at
random throughout all timberlands on an annual basis.
• Quality assurance reviews must focus on increasing and developing leadership skills, and
reinforcing safe work practices.
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5.2	Administrative controls
The administrative controls the TEAM reviewed include:
• training (fallers and supervisors);
• dangerous tree recognition;
• and pre-harvest planning.
Each component is discussed in relation to the management of dangerous trees and site hazards.

5.2.1	Faller training
The hand faller is an integral part of the coastal harvesting environment – and will undoubtedly
remain in the forefront of the coastal industry because of the rugged and steep terrain and large tree
sizes. For this reason, WFP needs to provide initiatives that support the faller to make the “safe”
choice when working in the forest.
Today, there is increased recognition that  the industry needs to address the multiplicity and
complexity of issues surrounding faller safety - some of which were outlined in the outlying factors
section of this report.

Faller certification
Effective April 1998, the OHSR 26.22 requires all professional fallers to receive training and
be certified. On June 30, 2003 WorkSafeBC implemented the BC Faller Training Standard and
Certification Program certification process began on October 1, 2003. To date, there have been
approximately 3,200 fallers certified out of a total of 4,000 registered fallers, 1,500 of which are
coastal fallers.
Faller certification is an important step towards ensuring competency amongst all fallers. After July
31, 2006 individuals wanting to certify will be required to take faller training. Training provides
an opportunity for fallers to learn how to recognize the hazard indicators of dangerous trees and to
review the safe work procedures necessary to manage the dangerous tree. Training also reinforces the
duties and responsibilities of the faller – which includes making the “safe” choices, such as working
within their level of competency, seeking qualified assistance, and knowing when to seek alternative
methods to dangerous tree management.
Regardless of the training advancements, it is important to recognize that faller certification does
not equate to assurance that the faller is qualified to work in all terrain conditions nor in all timber
types. The process for gaining this experience and becoming competent requires further training,
mentoring and regular supervision.
WorkSafeBC in cooperation with the United Steelworkers-Canada has also provided an awareness
seminar called “FallSafe” which outlines safe work practices and emphasizes that workers must not
only understand, but also put into practice universal safety principles.


OHSR Sec. 26.22 Faller Training: A worker in a forestry operation must, before commencing work as a faller, receive training for falling that is
acceptable to the Board.
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New faller training
It is a well-known fact that presently there is a shortage of certified, competent professional fallers in
the forest industry. Certain operations within WFP are experiencing production down time because
of a lack of fallers. The forest sector is competing with labour markets that
“Shortage
are attracting large numbers of young skilled workers – the construction, oil
of certified,
and gas sectors, and mineral exploration sectors are aggressively drawing the
competent
work force away from forestry. The advancement in the amount of mechanized
professional
harvesting has helped to offset some of this shortage. However, there will
fallers”
be a labour crisis in the falling department for “skilled, competent and safe”
workers. Some of the reasons are listed below:
• Urbanized worker base – missing grass roots bush experience;
• Small contractors unable to provide mentoring and training;
• Demographics show a retiring labour force;
• Down sizing industry is creating an insecure labour pool;
• Shift from hourly to production payment for hand falling; and
• Hindrances to job-entry training and mentoring.
The impediments to people wishing to train and become a certified faller  are noteworthy.
Financially, the tuition fees for a 30-day training course are $9,500 plus the expense of deferred
wages, the cost of tools and equipment, room and board expenses, and travel costs are prohibitive
to most. A worker also needs to have an employer willing to grant a one-month leave of absence.
However, for individuals who are unemployed, there is financial assistance through job-training
initiatives under the provincial Employment Insurance program.
Another impediment to closing the looming shortage of trained and certified fallers is the limited
number of training venues. To date, there have been two courses graduating a total of 18 new
fallers. Courses will need to be available locally to attract workers, and be offered more frequently.
Furthermore, the model used in the new faller training is one of coaching the trainee while they fall
timber for 23 field days. Therefore there are opportunities for companies to support the initiative by
providing training ground – timber that the new trainees can fall as part of their training.
It is timely that these training initiatives are underway. WFP can assist both company and contract
fallers by ensuring they are adequately trained (educated), have the skills necessary to safely fall
trees in WFP timberlands (qualified), and that they are supervised and evaluated for competency
(supervised).
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The TEAM recommends that WFP support faller training by engaging its fallers in the  creation
of a faller task force. The task force would promote faller safety by reviewing, developing, and
implementing risk reduction strategies, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Graduated faller certification;
Hazard assessment training;
Dangerous tree blasting training and certification;
New worker entry and mentoring incentives;
Expanded certification training;
Ensure adequate and qualified falling supervision;
Ensure planning of falling quarters meets all safety requirements;
Standardized evaluation and performance auditing of fallers;
Training where performance deficits are encountered;
Support for workers to work within their level of competence;
Ensure safe work procedures are regularly reviewed;
Provide access to faller-assist tools;
Provide alternatives to hand falling; and
Union involvement and job-transition support.

Recommendation 4:
BCFSC, industry, labour, and government to implement job-training
incentives for new fallers.
Workers need access to a comprehensive, effective and affordable new faller training
and mentoring strategy. Incentives need to be available to both licensees and contractors  
that will create opportunities to develop new fallers. WFP can support training/hiring
initiatives:
• Advocate for a training and work place incentive framework for new faller training,
• Petition for affordable and accessible new faller training programs, and
• Advocat training to be relevant to job market needs.

Recommendation 5:
Establish a fallers task force to promote risk-reduction strategies for fallers.
Fallers need the support of WFP to make safe choices for removing dangerous trees.
WFP can support fallers by creating an internal Faller Task Force to focus and promote
initiatives that advocate faller safety at WFP timberlands. This group could be chaired by
a WFP appointed representative and meet bi-annually with representation from company
fallers and active Bill 13 Contract fallers.
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5.2.2	Falling supervisor training
WFP and the BCFSC’s certification programs currently have a good set of safe work procedures
and standards for fallers. The key is to standardize an inspection process so there is a better
understanding of how to implement effective job cycle safety checks. It is not enough to simply
perform audits of singular processes (e.g., looking at a faller’s stumps to assess the quality of back
cuts) but rather to capture the faller’s entire falling process amidst his work environment (e.g., does
the faller look for top hazards or watch tree movements in the crown while completing his back
cut).
The regulatory requirements for falling supervision can be overwhelming. The BCFSC, in
cooperation with WorkSafeBC, has recently piloted a falling supervisor’s training program in
an effort to support the supervisor’s role in increasing faller safety performance. This pilot also
helps to raise the supervisor’s understanding of how to adequately supervise and support fallers
under their care. This training initiative engages falling supervisors to perform frequent worksite
inspections, provide onsite coaching (instruction and correction) that will reinforce the use of safe
falling practices among fallers. WFP has embraced this process and required its falling supervisors to
participate in the spring 2006 piloting of the “Faller/Bucker Supervisor Program”.

Recommendation 6:
Follow through with a manager’s guide to faller supervision.
WFP support the BCFSC in providing a condensed version of the faller supervisor training
materials for managers and logging superintendents. Such a product would give managers a
more comprehensive understanding of the duties expected of a falling supervisor, and thus
would ensure managers can better support the falling supervisors in fulfilling their duties.

Recommendation 7:
Promote risk assessment tools for supervisors.
The Danger Tree Risk Assessment Guide (Appendix 4) could be promoted as an effective
training tool that all falling supervisors can use during job cycle safety checks, faller
mentoring, and pre-work safety discussions.

Recommendation 8:
Encourage standardization of job cycle safety checks.
WFP to standardize our expectations and implementation of weekly and monthly job cycle
safety checks (Supported by recommendation 2).


OHSR Sec. 26.21 Faller Supervision: Employers must ensure workers can demonstrate competence in falling; includes on-going evaluation for
competence
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5.2.3	Dangerous tree recognition
Over the past decade, the identification of dangerous trees has broadened so that snags are no longer
the sole issue for worker safety. The provincial Wildlife/Danger Tree Assessor’s Course (WDTAC)
trains workers to identify dangerous defects in both live and dead trees. Some defects are easily
identified while others are not. Snags create the greatest challenge when these have deteriorated to a
decadent state. It is imperative that supervisors and workers evaluate their work site for the presence
of hazards, such as dangerous trees. Furthermore, the faller must be able to properly assess whether a
tree is too hazardous to be felled safely by conventional methods.

Dangerous tree risk assessment
In Zeballos, falling supervisor Terry Annonson took fallers into the field to review their ability to
identify tree hazards that may render a tree too dangerous to hand fall. Terry concluded that fallers
were not always able to recognize the multiplicity of hazards, nor were they able to consistently
correlate visible signs of defect to internal condition, which meant fallers were taking unnecessary
risks to fall trees too hazardous for hand falling. This realization prompted Terry to develop a
“Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment Guide” (DT Risk Card) as a tool to help fallers pause and focus
on how to manage a dangerous tree (see Appendix 4).
The DT Risk Card was revised by the TEAM and subsequently provided to the BCFSC for use
in their new faller training program. The DT Risk Card enables a faller to rank a dangerous tree
and, depending upon its ranking, determine the “right” choice for eliminating the dangerous tree.
As the risk ranking increases, the faller is prompted to seek assistance, or to avoid hand falling and
use other tools to remove the danger tree. In Zeballos, this DT Risk Card resulted in fallers more
willing to “walk away” from a hazardous danger tree and to seek alternative methods for managing a
dangerous tree.



OHSR 26.25 Dangerous Trees: Falling or bucking must not be started if (a) a tree or log is in a dangerous condition, or (b) there is reason to doubt
that the cut can be completed.
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Dangerous tree awareness training
The BCFSC recognized the importance of dangerous tree recognition and included awareness
training into their new faller training program. This awareness training is integral for ensuring the
safety of new fallers and increases a new faller’s awareness of how to recognize and interpret hazard
indicators so they can safely avoid dangerous situations. However, the degree to which experienced
fallers that are certified in accordance with WorkSafeBC’s grandfathering clause10 understand tree
hazards may vary from operation to operation. The experienced faller’s understanding of hazards
may be a culmination of years of experience, trial and error, and learning from their “close calls”.
This ad hoc process of learning by trial and error highlights the pervasive acceptance of risk that is
inherent in this phase of operations.
The TEAM identified the need to increase the awareness of dangerous trees amongst forest workers.
The WDTAC provides a thorough background to tree defects and hazard assessments. However,
the process of fully certifying equipment operators and fallers to be dangerous tree assessors is
not necessary. In cooperation with the WTC11 and BCFSC, the TEAM drafted an outline for
awareness training that could be delivered to WFP employees and contractor fallers (see
Appendix 4a). Awareness training would require an hour of indoor instruction and approximately
1- 2 hours of field training. The awareness training could be undertaken internally, lead by falling
supervisors and planning staff. Such training could be combined with other training modules, such
as fire preparedness, spill contingency, SOP refresher, and tail-gate or monthly safety meetings.

Dangerous tree assessment resources
There are a number of resources presently available to educate and increase awareness of the
dangerous tree assessment process.

Available literature:
• WDTAC manuals are available on the Wildlife Tree Committee website: source for personal
study and has a list of available literature;
• Managing Dangerous Trees – video by the WTC (16:00 minutes): provides an overview of
the WDTAC for Harvesting and Silviculture. A good resource for an annual refresher for
persons who are presently certified;
• Fungal Diseases and Tree Hazard – video by the WTC (26:00 minutes): provides background
and recognition of common fungal diseases, especially heart rot. A good resource to augment
WDTAC certification;
• BCFSC has dangerous tree recognition as part of new faller training;
• Common Tree Diseases of British Columbia: a resource available on-line from Natural
Resources Canada, or hard copy available from Natural Resources Canada-Victoria.
10 OHSR 26.22 Faller Training: Experienced fallers can be certified through a competency process (grandfathered process); registration deadline is July 31,
2006.
11 WTC: the Wildlife Tree Committee has representatives from WorkSafeBC, Ministry of Forests and Range, and Ministry of Environment.
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Dangerous tree recognition and assessment should be fully integrated into the flow from planning
through to all phases of logging and silviculture. This integration can be achieved through training.
The WDTAC-Harvesting module is a two-day course that provides four-year certification in
dangerous tree assessment. The WDTAC is delivered by arrangement with the University of
Northern BC (Prince George). A number of WFP planning staff and falling supervisors are certified
dangerous tree assessors.

Recommendation 9:
Adopt tree hazard awareness training in timberlands.
WFP should embrace and support the BCFSC and WTC in developing a standardized
tree hazard training kit consisting of a brief educational DVD (10 minutes) and education
pamphlet. These resources would be broadly distributed and readily available for annual
refresher or tailgate safety reviews.
Suggested audience: fallers, grade crew, and yarding crew.

Recommendation 10:
Develop a Qualified Person training program.
WFP to support the WTC in developing a  “qualified person”12 training program to
increase a worker’s awareness of tree hazards - preferably a one day field-oriented training
program with visual aids, samples of fungal fruiting bodies, video for refresher training,
and field exercises. WFP would provide modified “awareness” training to all workers
deemed necessary.
Suggested audience: planning staff, falling supervisors, woods foreman and road foreman.

12 Qualified Person: A person experienced in the specified work activity and who, by reason of education, training, experience or a combination thereof, is
able to recognize and evaluate hazards associated with trees, with due regard for the anticipated work activity and possible disturbance of the tree(s).
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5.3 	OPERATIONAL CONTROLS
The TEAM reviewed operational controls that WFP can use to help manage the exposure to
dangerous trees. The components reviewed by the TEAM include:
•
•
•
•

Pre-harvest planning;
Non-destructive tree evaluations;
Dangerous tree blasting; and
Harvest methods.

To understand the context for operational controls, the concept of exposure to hazards is discussed
and how WFP can use these four controls to improve the management of dangerous trees.

5.3.1	Exposure to hazards
The risks associated with dangerous trees can be managed by seeing risk related to the equation that
integrates hazard and exposure. Risks must be more aggressively managed if fatalities and injuries to
our fallers are going to be eliminated.
	RISK = HAZARD x EXPOSURE13
Risk management requires the correct identification of hazards and the prevention of exposing
workers to the hazards. We must also work with the fallers to help them recognize their errant
acceptance of taking risks when working with dangerous tree.
The risk management equation recognizes that if either the hazards or the exposure are eliminated
the result will be a safe, risk free worksite for the worker. Perhaps the safest approach to this process
is to manage the exposure – either take the worker away from the dangerous tree or remove the tree
from the work site.
The unprotected worker is vulnerable to serious injury or fatality when exposed to hazards. Exposure
can occur because of any combination of factors, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree hazards hidden or obscured;
Lack of pre-work review of the worksite;
Inadequate tools (wrong bar length, faulty tools);
Inadequate supervision, training and experience;
Inadequate opening or escape route;
Inclement weather (rain, fog, snow);
Winds and wind-thrown trees;
Mental and physical fatigue;
Substance use and abuse14; and
Peer pressure.

To combat unnecessary exposure to danger trees, the TEAM reviewed the processes available to the
industry, and explored innovation and technological advances in our forestry sector.
13 Risk assessment process: source Wildlife/Danger Tree Assessor’s Course (2006), WTC of BC.
14 Substance Use and Abuse: WorkSafeBC has reported an increased level of concern being raised across the forestry sector
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5.3.2

Pre-harvest planning
The Workers Compensation Act15 outlines the general requirements of the employer to provide
supervision and make hazards known to the workers. WFP has a responsibility to identify hazards
and make them known so there can be a planned treatment action prior to worker exposure.
If risks for workers are to be managed successfully, the process should begin with planning.
exposure to hazards cannot be prevented if they are not identified. Planning staff have the
opportunity to help identify and manage hazards in a number of ways:
• Match harvest methods to the terrain and timber type;
• Avoid perilous terrain (e.g., steep bluffs with overhanging trees);
• Ensure boundaries do not confine a faller;
• Communicate identified site hazards to supervisors; and
• Make area deletions where dangerous trees are problematic.
WFP needs to select the appropriate harvest system for the specific site – mechanical harvesting
(feller bunchers, processors, skidders, hoe forwarders), cable yarding, helicopter supported
harvesting, and hand falling. Each cutblock requires upwards of 30 person days of field time to
finalize operational plans. Planning and layout staff, as well as various resource specialists and  
cruisers visit our planned harvest sites. These are some of the many opportunities for WFP to
identify work site hazards in advance of the harvesting phase. Work site hazards include dangerous
trees, but may also include features such as landslide prone terrain, steep terrain, sinkholes, hidden
bluffs, and windthrow hazards.

Developments
Presently, there is no consistent or standardized means to summarize the presence and state of
dangerous trees observed during site planning. Unfortunately, an opportunity is being missed to
identify site hazards and provide supervisors with an opportunity to develop plans to mitigate
these hazards. The TEAM has developed a draft “Practices and Procedures for Dangerous Tree
Identification and Management” (DT P&P). The DT P&P (Appendix 4) focuses the planning
activities to make site and tree hazards known to supervisors, and to promote the early planning for
treatment options bythe woods foreman and falling supervisor.
The TEAM has also developed a tool for planning staff - the Site Hazard Planning Index (RISK
matrix). This planning tool (see Appendix 4) stratifies the cutblock and its perimeters into hazard
tree risk rankings. The process may track specific danger trees identified during the planning
phase. Falling supervisors can be apprised weeks in advance of their faller pre-work of site hazards,
providing time to field check and identify a mitigation strategy specific to the site.

15 WC Act 115: General duties of employers - ensure the health and safety of workers; remedy any workplace conditions that are hazardous; make known
worksite hazards, provide information, instruction, training and supervision to ensure the health and safety of workers
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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The RISK matrix was reviewed by a selected group of WFP’s planning staff. With some
modifications, this RISK matrix can be operational in a very short time frame. The process was
introduced to WFP’s Environmental Review Committee (ERC) and is undergoing field testing in
one of WFP’s timberland operations. The outcome could be the production of a Site Hazard Map
for the falling supervisor. However, this RISK matrix should not be perceived as an exhaustive
inventory of all dangerous trees. Also, not all planning staff will be able to perceive the mitigation
implications for a faller. For these reasons, this strategy is simply a “red flag” for the falling
supervisor. It will assist the falling supervisor in his duties of identifying site hazards and making
these known to the fallers. This will strengthen the coordination of resources needed to reduce faller
risks (e.g., plan for special techniques versus conventional falling practices).
The risk assessment exercise could also be used to guide the selection of the harvesting system. For
example, if the site is conducive to mechanized falling, then hand falling can be diverted away from
these sites having a high frequency of dangerous trees.

Recommendation 11:
Integrate dangerous tree risk ranking during pre-harvest activities.
Introduce the dangerous tree risk assessment process into WFP’s planning process. Further
testing and refinement of the RISK matrix can be performed by ERC. With WFP’s
acquisitions of CanFor and Cascadia, ERC will need to standardize the planning processes
across its timberlands – a timely opportunity for integration of the danger tree risk
assessment process.

5.3.3

Non-destructive tree evaluations
The internal condition of a tree may have deteriorated to a state that collapse is imminent, yet the
signs are hidden from view. Under some circumstances, it may be critical to evaluate a tree prior
to falling. For example, a suspect tree located outside a falling boundary could be evaluated to
determine its state of deterioration. The results would guide and then whether this dangerous tree
should be blasted or hand felled as a consequence. The following three methods for nondestructive
evaluations (NDE) of trees are described below:
• Wood sampling (vertical boring, increment drilling or boring);
• Impact resonance devices (resonance or stress wave detectors); and
• Sonic devices (ultrasound emission and detection)
The premise for any of the methodologies is to determine whether a problematic tree’s wood density
could be measured against specified minimum criteria for soundness. The tests could be done
during pre-falling assessments. Fallers would not attempt to fall trees that exceeded safe operating
thresholds.
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Wood sampling
Traditional testing of wood integrity has utilized increment
drills, such as the Suunto and Haglof drills, to extract
a core of wood that can be evaluated for soundness.
Variations of this technique
range from using a power saw
and vertically boring into the
stem, or using a ship auger
powered by a drill, where
shaving and resistance to boring or drilling are calibrated to reflect
sound versus decayed wood. A less intrusive device is the resistograph
– a small drill bit (1-3mm in diameter) powered by a portable drill.
The resistograph measures the resistance to drilling (resistance is
plotted onto graph paper at a 1:1 scale) to indicate changes in wood
density (e.g., solid wood versus decayed wood).

Impact resonance devices
Impact devices measure the speed of stress waves
through wood. The concept is based upon wood density
properties reflected by changes in the speed of resonance
waves imparted to the wood using a hammer. Stress
waves travel faster through sound wood than through
decaying wood. Therefore, by measuring stress wave
speed one can determine the internal density of a tree
to find hidden decay. These tools expand on the faller’s
practice of “sounding” on a tree’s stem with an axe and
calibrating the sound to reflect sound versus decayed
wood; but can be confounded when working with trees
with thick, loosening bark.

Sonic devices
Similar to impact devices, the sonic devises impart ultrasonic
sound waves into wood and measure the resonance return
patterns through wood. They accurately measure wood
density changes through a stem and can isolate decay using
a series of sensors. Forest Engineering Research Institute
of Canada (FERIC) is planning to test such a sonic device
manufactured in New Zealand to evaluate soundness of
bridge stringers on Vancouver Island wooden bridges. FERIC
representatives would be willing to do a field test on some
snags to see if there was a useful application.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Recommendation 12:
WFP support innovative research and design.
The TEAM recommends that WFP continue to support FERIC in its research and design,
and product testing initiatives. WFP can assist FERIC by providing field sites for testing
products, and giving logistical support to researchers at selected timberlands.

5.3.4	Dangerous tree blasting
If a dangerous tree is too hazardous to hand fall and the tree must be removed, using explosives
is a safe option. Blasting is a traditional practice that removes a faller from the risks associated
with managing dangerous trees. Whether the problem is dangerous trees, jackpots, hang-ups, or
windthrow stacks, the faller needs access to blasting tools. The TEAM recognizes that when trees are
too dangerous to work on or be around, the safest strategy is to use blasting technology to remove
the tree.

Specialty charges
Blasting techniques are varied and coordination issues often hinder their application. Typically, a
faller has to make arrangements for a certified blaster from the grade crew to remove a high risk
dangerous tree. Furthermore, there needs to be an opening into which the tree can be packed with
a 25-kg bag (or more) of Anfo (e.g., Amex™). However, the use of Amex™ can often create a lot
of post blast debris, damage surrounding timber, and dislodge rocks thereby creating numerous
new hazards in the residual stand. Additionally, the practice of cutting a window into a high risk
dangerous tree exposes the faller to a level of risk the TEAM believes to be unnecessary. This entire
process tends to be cumbersome and disruptive to fallers, particularly where blasting resources are
not readily available. The result is that too often the high risk dangerous trees are felled at great
risk to the faller when perhaps alternative measures to remove the tree were warranted.
With the assistance of ORICA Canada, the TEAM has experimented with the use of small
specialty charges as an alternative to Amex™ and stick powder. Results were overwhelmingly
positive with two products, namely “Magna Paks™” and “Cone Paks™”. The TEAM has proceeded
with numerous tests at North Island, Zeballos and Gold River to explore the limitations to specialty
charges. The positive results are that the specialty charges create a cleaner sheering of the test tree
and there is very minimal post blast damage to the stand. The TEAM is confident that further
testing of the products will result in defining a set of safe operating thresholds to guide the use of
specialty charges for removing dangerous trees.
Further testing is required, as well as defining safe work procedures. The TEAM has concluded
that shape charges are appropriate. Safe work procedures and blasting accreditation processes will
need to be completed. Ideally, WFP could make it easier for a faller to choose shape charges as an
alternative to hand falling by having a trained dangerous tree blaster at each timberlands operation.
This will require the restricted certification process and the promotion of the training program that
WorkSafeBC can endorse as a standard of care for dangerous tree blasting.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Further controlled testing and accurate accumulation of data will help us to further understand
how each tree species and a tree’s state of decay will react to a specific explosive charge. Preliminary
results (see blasting trial results in Appendix 5) indicate that effective results are achieved when
shape charges are placed to provide >65% coverage of the circumference of the stem. The TEAM
developed a tree-blasting card (see Appendix 4b) to document tests and guide the development
of tree blasting thresholds. This tree-blasting card may also be used to satisfy the requirements
for a blaster’s log. Another concept for exploration is to determine how to improve the contact of
explosives with the trees. If there is poor connectivity there is diminished impact. It may be possible
to design bands that could be strapped around a portion of the tree to focus the charge and create
more specific results.

Transportation and storage
If the objective is to make it easier for the faller to choose explosives versus hand falling a dangerous
tree industry must resolve the impediments. Having more trained and certified danger tree blasters
in our timberlands is a start. The explosive products also need to be readily available. There are,
however, significant differences in accessibility between timberland operations and small, remote
contractor camps, and companies will need to coordinate and accommodate the regulatory
controls for day-use boxes and over-night magazines. Regardless of the infrastructure and logistics,
companies wishing to use explosives must ensure that handling of the specialty charges complies
with all regulatory requirements, including:
• OHSR section 21  - WorkSafeBC guides blasting safety;
• Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDG) Act – the TDG Directorate guides the safe
transport and storage of explosives; and
• Explosives Act – The explosives regulatory division of Natural Resources Canada ensures
compliance in the manufacture, import and distribution of explosives.
To help promote the safe use of explosives to remove dangerous trees the TEAM produced a draft
practices and procedures document to guide the use, transportation, and storgage of explosives in
WFP timberlands (see Appendix 4b).

Recommendation 13:
WFP continue to test specialty charges and refine safe operating
procedures.
Further testing is required. WFP will need to finalize safe work procedures for danger
tree blasting. This will also require working in cooperation with manufacturers to make
specialty shape charges more readily available. If the product is available it will support the
faller in making the “safe” choice when planning how to remove a dangerous tree.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Recommendation 14:
Promote the certification process for dangerous tree blasting.
The TEAM suggests that WFP sponsor the development of a Dangerous Tree Blasting
Certification for Fallers process in cooperation with the BCFSC and WorkSafeBC.

Recommendation 15:
Finalize practice and procedures for the safe use, transportation, and
storage of specialty explosives.
The TEAM produced a draft practices and procedures document to guide the use and
transportation of explosives for the purposes of removing dangerous trees in WFP
timberlands. WFP, WorkSafeBC, and product distributors should review and provide
direction for these logistical issues before distribution to timberlands operations.

5.3.5

Harvest methods
Arguably, hand falling is a phase of our business where workers are exposed to the greatest risk
of injury. To combat this fact, there has been progress in the coastal forest industry to reduce the
volume of timber that is hand felled. Helicopter logging and mechanical harvesting practices have
increased on the coast because of innovative and technological advancements. Innovative harvesting
practices are reducing the extent to which hand falling is occurring in the forest. The TEAM has
reviewed some of the advancements and identified areas for further development.

Helicopter logging
Helicopter logging has increased in WFP timberlands for very good reasons – including very
challenging terrain. The relative proportion of land that is inaccessible for conventional harvesting
practices varies from region to region within WFP’s timberlands, from approximately 6 – 25%. For
this reason alone, helicopter logging has increased at WFP.
Terrain conditions associated with helicopter logging usually warrants hand falling. There are
technological advancements that are reducing exposure to worksite hazards. Single stem harvesting
is one area that is very successful. There have also been innovations with combining ground-based
machinery and helicopter support. In 2002, legacy Cascadia worked with Canadian Air Crane to
increase yarding efficiencies by airlifting a feller buncher (a Finning TK1162 tilting feller buncher)
onto hillside benches to harvest and bunch timber. This procedure was successful in terms of  both
productivity and safety at this location.
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Single stem harvesting provides an opportunity to capture merchantable timber on terrain that
is steep and rugged and has gained support on Crown land throughout the coastal industry. This
process involves climbers and jiggers who prepare stems for helicopter extraction. In this context,
exposure to dangerous trees is further reduced. The development of specialty grapple and cutting
heads enables timber extraction without worker exposure.

Recommendation 16:
WFP support innovative research and design.
WFP should continue to partner with FERIC, equipment manufacturers and helicopter
companies to promote continued innovation with helicopter logging practices and the safe
falling of trees.

Mechanized harvesting
Mechanical harvesting of old growth timber on the coast was rarely considered only a decade
ago but is now becoming common practice. Mechanized harvesting takes the worker away from
the significant hazards at the stump to a much safer protected cab. The concept is logical but the
practice on the coast is not as expansive as in the Interior forests of BC. Rugged terrain conditions
and tree size has historically restricted the coastal industry’s ability to pursue this means of falling
trees. The TEAM explored the practice and observed the innovative change that is rapidly expanding
the practice in coastal forests.
A field tour was recently taken by members of the TEAM at North Island Timberlands to observe
mechanized faller activities by Tymatt Contracting Ltd. The TEAM observed mechanical falling
and processing in both a setting and right-of-way clearing. All activities viewed were in old growth
timber using a Tigercat 860C feller buncher, equipped with a 24” live processing head.
The outcome from this field trip was the realization that WFP can safely harvest timber by
converting more of its harvest activities to mechanical falling. The safety benefits are very real.
The operator is able to work in the comfort of a protective cab (protected from falling objects and
extremes in weather). Unlike hand falling, the removal of a dangerous tree is quick and safe, with
minimal risk of exposure for the worker.
Mechanized harvesting has been revolutionized in BC. In legacy Cascadia, approximately 60%
of the cut is mechanized16. With innovative improvements, such as self“at legacy
leveling cabs, mechanized equipment can work on slopes upwards of 50%.
Cascadia,
Improvements in cutting heads have further expanded the piece sizes
approximately
these machines can safely fall. Other enhancements that have occurred to
60% of the cut
increase their safe operation include wider tracks, frame designs to reduce
is mechanized”
centre of gravity, and reinforced cabs.

16 Personal Communications (June 5, 2006): Jim Jackson, former GM, Cascadia – discussions of mechanized harvesting perspectives and achievements
within Cascadia’s timberlands.
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The benefits to mechanical harvesting also include increased safety at the landings – operators of
“Mechanized process mechanized processors are able to perform the tasks safely from the
comforts of the cab. Timber is de-limbed and trimmed to precise
produces numerous
flow-through benefits log lengths, resulting in more productive loading and transport
phases. In our competitive market place, mechanically processed
and gains.”
wood is also a preferred commodity to the saw-milling sector. The
mechanized process produces numerous flow-through benefits and gains, some of which are:
• Increased safety during all phase of operations;
• Increased volume recovery;
• Decreased transportation of waste and debris;
• Market ready logs sorted at roadside;
• Reduced secondary handling;
• Reduced waste at sorting and re-load facilities;
• Premium market position (minimal logging-induced degrade); and
• Better lumber recovery factors at the mill.
Opportunities exist to expand the use of mechanical harvesting in WFP’s timberlands. Presently,
much of the support for marketing and technological advancements has focused on the Interior. As
the coastal industry increases its performance in this type of harvesting, manufacturers and other
industry leaders will undoubtedly push for further technological advancement.
Presently, technological advancements are primarily driven by Interior-based demands, where terrain
and tree sizes are more accommodating than on the Coast. There is a need for continued testing and
cooperation with manufacturers to ensure the equipment can operate safely in coastal applications.
Safe work procedures, equipment limitation thresholds for slope and piece sizes, and innovations
will need to occur.
However, mechanized harvesting is not without challenges. There are accounts of equipment
rollovers and injuries associated with machinery. These incidents are often associated with operatorinduced errors (e.g., unbalanced loads, tracking into soft-spots, steep pitches, inadequate lock-out).  
Additional challenges to overcome will be the recognition of site-limiting factors such as soil bulk
density, drainage, and site disturbance implications. With increased experience and proper planning,
these hurdles can be overcome – the history of developing successful hoe-forwarding practices is
proof of this fact.
Another consideration is access to a skilled and trained work force. Presently, Coastal mechanized
operations rely primarily on operators who have come from the Interior. However, the Coast has a
number of hoe-forwarder and excavator operators who will undoubtedly have the necessary aptitude
and set of skills to be trained to safely and efficiently operate mechanized harvesters.
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Recommendation 17:
Expand the use of mechanical harvesting.
WFP to consider policy direction for its timberlands that would see a continued transition
towards mechanical falling and processing of timber wherever physically and safely possible
to do so. Any direction in this regard will need to:
• Be time sensitive;
• Consider the availability of skilled work force;
• Consider the economics of this shift given the suitability of local terrain conditions,
average piece size, and the volumes harvested at respective operations (particularly at
smaller and remote contract locations.  

“Management can leverage the experiences of legacy Cascadia
in forging ahead in this initiative at all of its timberlands.”
The Snag Team
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Summary of Recommendations
The TEAM has provided a substantive review of its findings. Collectively, these efforts have
focused on dangerous tree management and faller safety. The TEAM has subsequently made
recommendations for WFP and industry stakeholders to consider. Inevitably, actions will need
to amalgamate the interests of labour, industry and WorkSafeBC to ensure developments are
completed in a timely manner and adopted throughout the industry.
WFP management will have an opportunity to present the recommendations of the TEAM
to industry stakeholders, such as the BC Forest Safety Council, WorkSafeBC, Western Faller’s
Association, the United Steel Workers – Canada, the Truck Loggers
“Further
Association, Council of Forest Industries, and Ministry of Forest and
communication
Range. In addition, communication of these findings and initiatives
and presentation of
materials required.” need to be expanded to include proponents like Tymatt Contracting
Ltd., FERIC, and other licensees and contactors.
The TEAM has made the following recommendations for WFP management to consider:

	Outlying Factors
1. Initiate a task force to review and address worker demographics.
That WFP collaborate with government, United Steelworkers-Canada, industry, and the
the BCFSC to create a task force that will prepare an industry plan that engages labour,
government, and other stakeholders to address the aging work force issues. The plan would
outline current and future employment trends and identify the potential steps needed to
improve the work force demographics in the forestry sector. See 5.1.1

2. Develop a leadership coaching and intervention program.
Consider developing and utilizing a leadership coaching and intervention program within a
pilot WFP timberland operation. This program would target the operation’s leaders (falling
supervisor, charge hands, woods foremen, road foreman, etc.), following similar initiatives
developed and implemented in WFP’s manufacturing sector. See 5.1.2

3. Promote quality assurance and continuous improvement processes.
“Inspect what
you expect!”

All WFP timberlands operations ensure a specific segment of their
existing plans are specifically devoted to driving safety awareness and
change within the falling and bucking groups. See 5.1.3

•

Quality assurance reviews should be undertaken with external resources and conducted at
random throughout all timberlands on an annual basis.

•

Quality assurance reviews must focus on increasing and developing leadership skills, and
reinforcing safe work practices.
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	Adminstrative controls
4. BCFSC, industry, labour, and government to implement job-training
incentives for new fallers.
Workers need access to a comprehensive, effective and affordable new faller training
and mentoring strategy. Incentives need to be available to both licensees and contractors  
that will create opportunities to develop new fallers. WFP can support training/hiring
initiatives:  See 5.2.1
• Advocate for a training and work place incentive framework for new faller training,
• Petition for affordable and accessible new faller training programs, and
• Advocat training to be relevant to job market needs.

5. Establish a fallers task force to promote risk-reduction strategies for fallers.
Fallers need the support of WFP to make safe choices for removing dangerous trees.
WFP can support fallers by creating an internal Faller Task Force to focus and promote
initiatives that advocate faller safety at WFP timberlands. This group could be chaired by
a WFP appointed representative and meet bi-annually with representation from company
fallers and active Bill 13 Contract fallers. See 5.2.1

6. Follow through with a manager’s guide to faller supervision.
WFP support the BCFSC in providing a condensed version of the faller supervisor training
materials for managers and logging superintendents. Such a product would give managers a
more comprehensive understanding of the duties expected of a falling supervisor, and thus
would ensure managers can better support the falling supervisors in fulfilling their duties.
See 5.2.2

7. Promote risk assessment tools for supervisors.
The Danger Tree Risk Assessment Guide (Appendix 4) could be promoted as an effective
training tool that all falling supervisors can use during job cycle safety checks, faller
mentoring, and pre-work safety discussions. See 5.2.2

8. Encourage standardization of job cycle safety checks.
WFP to standardize our expectations and implementation of weekly and monthly job cycle
safety checks (Supported by recommendation 2). See 5.2.2
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9. Adopt tree hazard awareness training in timberlands.
WFP should embrace and support the BCFSC and WTC in developing a standardized
tree hazard training kit consisting of a brief educational DVD (10 minutes) and education
pamphlet. These resources would be broadly distributed and readily available for annual
refresher or tailgate safety reviews. See 5.2.3
Suggested audience: fallers, grade crew, and yarding crew.

10. Develop a Qualified Person training program.
WFP to support the WTC in developing a  “qualified person”17 training program to
increase a worker’s awareness of tree hazards - preferably a one day field-oriented training
program with visual aids, samples of fungal fruiting bodies, video for refresher training,
and field exercises. WFP would provide modified “awareness” training to all workers
deemed necessary. See 5.2.3
Suggested audience: planning staff, falling supervisors, woods foreman and road foreman.
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	Operational controls
11. Integrate dangerous tree risk ranking during pre-harvest activities.
Introduce the dangerous tree risk assessment process into WFP’s planning process. Further
testing and refinement of the RISK matrix can be performed by ERC. With WFP’s
acquisitions of CanFor and Cascadia, ERC will need to standardize the planning processes
across its timberlands – a timely opportunity for integration of the danger tree risk
assessment process. See 5.3.2

12. WFP support innovative research and design.
The TEAM recommends that WFP continue to support FERIC in its research and design,
and product testing initiatives. WFP can assist FERIC by providing field sites for testing
products, and giving logistical support to researchers at selected timberlands. See 5.3.3

13. WFP continue to test specialty charges and refine safe operating
procedures.
Further testing is required. WFP will need to finalize safe work procedures for danger
tree blasting. This will also require working in cooperation with manufacturers to make
specialty shape charges more readily available. If the product is available it will support the
faller in making the “safe” choice when planning how to remove a dangerous tree.
See 5.3.4

14. Promote the certification process for dangerous tree blasting.
The TEAM suggests that WFP sponsor the development of a Dangerous Tree Blasting
Certification for Fallers process in cooperation with the BCFSC and WorkSafeBC.
See 5.3.4

15. Finalize practice and procedures for the safe use, transportation, and
storage of specialty explosives.
The TEAM produced a draft practices and procedures document to guide the use and
transportation of explosives for the purposes of removing dangerous trees in WFP
timberlands. WFP, WorkSafeBC, and product distributors should review and provide
direction for these logistical issues before distribution to timberlands operations. See 5.3.4

16. WFP support innovative research and design.
WFP should continue to partner with FERIC, equipment manufacturers and helicopter
companies to promote continued innovation with helicopter logging practices and the safe
falling of trees. See 5.3.5
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17. Expand the use of mechanical harvesting.
WFP to consider policy direction for its timberlands that would see a continued transition
towards mechanical falling and processing of timber wherever physically and safely possible
to do so. Any direction in this regard will need to:
•

Be time sensitive;

•

Consider the availability of skilled work force;

•

Consider the economics of this shift given the suitability of local terrain conditions,
average piece size, and the volumes harvested at respective operations (particularly at
smaller and remote contract locations. See 5.3.5
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Appendices
Appendix 1.

Reynold Hert’s letter of endoresement

Appendix 2.

Snag Team composition

Appendix 3.

Excerpts: “Final Recommendations by the falling technology & innovation research
team”, 2001 report

Appendix 4.

Pre-Harvest Planning P&P: Dangerous Trees Identification and Management

Appendix 4a. Dangerous Tree Awareness Training
Appendix 4b. Blasting Control Procedures Dangerous Trees
Appendix 5.

Shape charge summary of tests, photos and field card
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Appendix 1: Snag Team Letter of endorsemenT
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Appendix 2:	The Snag Team (TEAM) composition
The TEAM is composed of individuals within and outside of WFP that have a heart and passion
for forest worker safety. Their backgrounds are diverse, but their expertise provides the mix of skills
that has been able to collectively evaluate the issues, explore strategies to improve safety, and make
recommendations to mitigate undue risks for the faller.

Project Chairs
Kevin Somerville – Regional Engineer/Contract Manager, WFP
Peter Lineen – Safety and Environment Manager, WFP

Project Participants
Dean McGeough – Integra Forest Consulting Ltd.
Randy Boas – WFP Jeune Landing
Wayne Clark – Orica Canada Inc
Joe Corlazzoli – Corlazzoli Contracting Ltd.
Bill Bolton – BC Forest Safety Council
Jeff Mosher – Zimmermann Forest Products Ltd.

	Team Advisors
		 Bruce Reid – Orica Canada Inc.
Ken Cranton – Orica Canada Inc.
Terry Annonson – WFP Zeballos
Dave Weymer – GLM Contracting
Al Dewar – EHS Group, WFP Inc.
Bjarne Nielsen – WorkSafeBC

WFP Senior Management Sponsors
Reynold Hert – President and CEO
Duncan Kerr – Senior Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
Trevor Boniface – General Manager, Timberlands
Bill Day – Regional Manager, North Vancouver Island Region
Mark Kenny – Regional Manager, West Island Region
George Nyman – Regional Manager, Campbell River Region
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Snag Team project participant profiles

Randy Boas
Woods Foreman
Western Forest Products Inc., Jeune Landing Operations
Port Alice, BC
:

Background and Experience:
• Started logging 1980 in Holberg
• Labour Contractor with grapple yarders for four years
• Safety Committee for fifteen years
• Forest Practices Code trainer
• Woods Foreman for ten years
• Danger/Wildlife Tree Assessment course twice, old version and new
• Internal Environmental Auditor
• Member of WFP’s Safety Task Force

Joe Corlazzoli
Corlazzoli Contracting Ltd.
Ucluelet, BC
Background and Experience:
• 30 years in logging industry
• Certified Faller through WorkSafeBC
•   Falling Experience – 20 years, West Coast falling certified
• Wildlife/Danger Tree Certification
•   ISO – 1400 Certification
• S-100 Fire Suppression (updated yearly)
• Involved as a Faller Trainer for McMillan Bloedel (Franklin Div.)
– Trained from start to finish three (3) fallers
• Involved in the establishment of JSB procedures for hand falling in Interfor ‘s variable
retention harvesting
• B.C. Ambulance Service/Paramedic (part-time)
Current status: Falling contractor for Seton Lake. One of three bull buckers supervising a crew of
12, and helped to coordinate the delivery of a safety program (which includes safety audits, weekly
tailgates).
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Wayne Clark
Manager – Vancouver Island
Orica Canada Inc.
Campbell River, BC
Background and Experience:
• Involved in with the forest industry for the past 34 years and with the explosives
industry for the past 26 years.
• Began in the BC forest industry in April, 1972. Initially worked for BCFP in McKenzie
sawmills as a production analyst.
• Left BCFP in 1977, and worked as a contractor hauling logs in the Vanderhoof area.
• In 1980 joined what is now Orica Canada Inc.
• Has spent 21 of the past 23 working exclusively with forest industry’s blasting crews,
forest companies, the BC Ministry of Forests and the provincial WCB to:
– Support and promote the safe and productive use of explosives in the forest industry.
– Provide technical assistance through training and support in
i. Safe blasting practices.
ii. Product handling safety
iii. Blast area assessment
iv. Blast design
v. On site assistance with blasting applications
vi. Classroom & field  training for controlled blasting practices
vii. On site evaluations of over blasts with forest companies and MOF.
Has worked with the Ministry of Forests to develop methods of using explosives to:
• De-build grade when access with equipment is not possible or too costly.
• Stabilize side-slopes in imminent danger of failure.
Most recently participated in a workshop with WCB and the forest industry to provide training in
the use of explosives as part of a program to certify fallers to blast snags.  

Peter Lineen
Safety and Environment Manager
Western Forest Products Inc.
Background and Experience
• Currently manager for environment, health and safety for Western Forest Products Inc.
and most recently held the position of Health and Safety Manager with Weyerhaeuser’s SPF
sawmills for five years.
• Formal education in safety through BCIT & Ryerson.  Professional designation - CRSP
registered in Canada.
• In the safety area for 17 years, including combination of oil and gas, railways and forest
products experience.
• Number of years in the consulting business in Alberta.
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Bill Bolton
Director of BC Faller Certification Program
BC Forest Safety Council
Courtenay, BC
Background and Experience:
• Currently employed with the BC Forest Safety Council as the Director of the BC
Faller Certification Program, joining the Council January of 2005 by taking a three-year
secondment (leave) from WorkSafeBC(WCB)
• Transferred from Terrace to Courtenay in August of 2004 as a WCB officer.
• Joined the WCB in March 1998, moving from Duncan to Terrace to join the WCB
as a Safety Officer in Forestry; inspectional area being the Queen Charlotte Islands and the
North Coast; as well as starting on the BC Faller Training Standard in 2001.
• From 1991 to 1998 falling contractor in the Duncan/Lake Cowichan/Port Renfrew
area, also doing a lot of chainsaw training in forestry, sawmills, pulpmills, city workers etc.;
during that time providing training of the one-day WCB 1992 Faller and Bucker Training
Standard to about 500 fallers.
• 1986 to 1992 worked as a faller for BCFP/Fletcher Challenge Renfrew Division, being
the faller safety rep for 50 fallers and safety chairman for the 250 person camp.
• 1975 to 1986 worked for Bolton Bros. Logging, a stump to dump contractor for BCFP,
mainly was a faller but also operating the following: logging equipment tower, loader, logging
truck, skidder, cats.

Dean McGeough, RPF
Consultant
Integra Forest Consulting Ltd.
Sooke, BC
Background and Experience
• 21 years forestry experience - Coastal BC.
• Worked for WFP (Jeune Landing, Holberg and Jordan River) for eight years before
starting a consulting firm in 1994. Has served industry; primarily WFP, MacMillan Bloedel/
Weyerhaeuser, and Iisaak Forest Resources
• For WFP was a team member in the early development of the company’s EMS,
developing the Standard Operating Procedures and providing EMS and Forest Practices
CODE training.
• Pertaining to forestry safety, was a trainer and supervisor for a forestry worker transition
program at the former Kennedy Lake Division of MacMillan Bloedel/Weyerhaeuser. Safety
performance audits, incident investigation and reporting were routinely performed.
• A Wildlife/Danger Tree Assessor’s Course trainer for 12 years. Has conducted numerous
dangerous tree assessment projects – for harvesting, silviculture, and recreation sites. Recently
appointed as the coordinator for the Provincial Wildlife Tree Committee.
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Kevin Somerville, RPF
Regional Engineer
Western Forest Products Inc., Nootka Region
Background and Experience
• Has worked full time in the forest Industry since graduating from UBC in 1991
• Registered Professional Forester with the Association of British Columbia Forest
Professionals since 1993
• Has worked in operations on the Central Coast, West Side of Vancouver Island, Gold
River and Zeballos
• During that time holding positions in Forestry, Planning, and Engineering as well as
supervision of road construction crews and contract Heli-Logging.
• While in operations an active member of the Camp Safety committee for six years
• Currently holds a regional position in the company, advising management and
professional staff on a variety of issues and fronts.
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Appendix 3: Excerpts “Final Recommendations by the Falling
	Technology and Innovation Research Team”, 2001
Final Recommendations
Joint Sponsored by the WCB &
Weyerhaeuser Company

11/18/01

Final Recommendations by the Falling Technology
and Innovation Research Team
Team Members:
Lome Pelto, Bill Bolton of the Workers' Compensation Board,
Seamus Parker, of the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada,
Lome High of Weyerhaeuser Company
IWA-Canada
Purpose:

To improve Worker Safety in the Falling of Timber on the BC Coast.

Background: Regardless of improvements in Safe Work Procedures/Practices, Safety
Equipment and Mechanization adopted and instituted by the industry
throughout the Province over the past ten (10) years we have not seen a
decline in the average number of Fatalities per year to our Hand Fallers.
In June of 2001 a team of experts was commissioned and launched by the
Workers' Compensation Board of BC, IWA-Canada and Weyerhaeuser to:

"Explore all possibilities of Falling timber differently in
Coastal British Columbia"
AND

Prior to year end (2001) make recommendations for improvement to a
Steering Committee made up of Weyerhaeuser, Workers' Compensation
Board of BC and IWA-Canada representatives.

Searches:

The team conducted an extensive search (past and present) of tools
currently used throughout the industry as well as any practicing
developments or new trials underway, including the Communities'
advancements of Laser, Robotics, Water Jet Technology, Explosive
devices etc.
Included in these researches are excerpts of common denominators of
cause and repetitiveness of these fatalities as provided by the WCB and a
review of "age class and slope distribution" of Weyerhaeuser's' Coastal
Groups Land Base.
*It is important to be cognizant of, at the time of this launch we had
already experienced four fatalities on the BC Coast and as of November
2001we are at seven.
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Final Recommendations
Joint Sponsored by the WCB &
Weyerhaeuser Company

11/18/01

Summary:
The team could find no worthy advancements in the use of Laser, Robotics,
Remote Operated Mobile Equipment, Water Jets, etc. that could or reasonably
could remove or aid a Faller in being removed from the base of a tree while
Falling Timber. The development in these types of technological advancements
remain years away and would require sponsorship with the developer.

The team did find that there are some reasonable alternatives for a Faller such as
the remote operated hydraulic tree jacks and explosives that they and the
Supervisors should be using more frequently when overcoming specific Falling
difficulties.
The team embraces and supports the other noteworthy programs already in
progress throughout the Province such as Faller Certification, performance
standards, work site audits, frequent inspections, education, training, increased
awareness, commitment, etc. and believe these to be the fundamental tools toward
the first line of prevention.
The team recognizes that our greatest gains toward decreasing accidents and
incidents will be through increased Mechanical Harvesting by using either
existing ground base equipment or future equipment modeled specifically for
Coastal ground slopes and timber types.

There presently are a few Steep Slope Mechanical Fallers that have seldom been
used by the industry, largely in part due to the economics of these developments
and the skill level required to operate them.
Considering our current situation and especially now with the science of the
Physics of a Standing Tree we should reconsider our position(s) on some of this
technology.
We do not advocate taking these machines or any machine beyond the
manufactures recommended warranty but rather only to apply the noted learning's
in the field and positively contribute to reduction of human tragedy and suffering.

Page 24 of 25
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Final Recommendations
Joint Sponsored by the WCB &
Weyerhaeuser Company

11/18/01

Final recommendations:
•

Use all the tools available to Hand Fallers including remote operated tree jacks or
in some cases use machinery to assist in removing hazards, thereby enabling a
Faller to maintain a safer distance or safe work zone when overcoming a specific
falling and bucking difficulty or hazard.

•

Support and enforce Safe Work Procedures and Practices or any developing
programs such as Certification that are active within the industry.

•

Aggressively pursue and support new and evolving technology. This especially
applies to the current Heli Harvester concept that we consider as having the most
likelihood of eventually reducing the need for a Faller to be at the base of a tree.
Source data - Weyerhaeuser "age class by distribution report"

•

As identified and where topography permits, make component built machines an
integral part of the Weyerhaeuser, Coastal Group - Heli Program.

•

Using existing equipment, increase the level of ground based mechanical harvesting
activity in areas where timber types~leans and topography permits
Source - Weyerhaeuser "age class by distribution report".

•

Use existing equipment and provide them with directional falling capability. Apply
the FERIC science and technology of multi-cuts toward the falling of all acceptable
timber types therefore increasing Weyerhaeuser's mechanical falling presence across
the landscape.
* Note -The team views this as the most under used and understood application in the
industry to date. With formal field testing and education, mechanical harvesting of
almost all timber types should become more and more accessible to ground based
machinery thereby further reducing the risks to Hand Fallers being placed at the base
of the tree and prolonged to the "Time danger Zone". Source - Weyerhaeuser "age class by
distribution report".
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Practices and Procedures –
Dangerous Tree Identification and
Management

Notes

Objective

AF
T

Practices & Procedures (P&Ps) provide documented guidance to
Western Forest Products (WFP) staff, employees and contrators.
By following P&Ps, our operations should comply with all laws,
regulations, and guidelines related to forest practices and
envronmental protection.
WFP P&Ps are intended to be working documents. They will be
revised to reflect changes to laws, regulations, and guidelines
related to the management of our activities, and to reflect input
from employees and contractors.
P&Ps apply to everyone working in our company and contract
operations.

Scope

DR

Under no circumstances are these guidelines to replace or
come before WFP Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs),
Occuptional Health & Safety Policy or Environmental Policy.

These guidelines are intended to assist WFP staff, employees
and contractors exercise professional judgement when
identifying and managing dangerous trees during harvest area
Planning, was well as the Falling phase of Harvesting.
These P&Ps require that each employee perform their duties to
the best of their abilities. We encourage staff, employees and
contractors to take responsibility to clarify plans or activities if
they are uncertain about how to achieve the desired results.
Although this P&P is intended to assist WFP Staff, employees
and contractors in the identification of workplace hazards (such
as dangerous trees) and provide management options for those
hazards; under no circumstance should it be assumed that this
P&P will identify all dangerous trees within an operating area.

July 2006 - P&P: Dangerous Tree Identification and Management
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Notes

Planning Phase Identification of Dangerous Trees
Planning personnel identifying dangerous trees through a three
step process:

AF
T

1.Harvest Area Assessment: where the overall risk of the
harvest area (i.e., Site Hazard Planning Index – Appendix 1)
is assessed and determined;
2.Cut block Assessment: where dangerous trees are identified
and made known; and
3.Hazard Map: where the overall Site Hazard Index and
individual trees are documented by Planning personnel for
use by Harvest Supervisors (Appendix 4).

Harvest Area Assessment:
Determining Site Hazard Index
Determining the overall “risk” level of a harvest area, or portion
of a harvest area, occurs during the Planning phase. Planning
personnel (e.g., Engineers or Foresters) will identify and record
the risk rank of the harvest area both inside and outside of the
proposed cut block boundary.

DR

Planning personnel determine the risk ranking using the Site
Hazard Planning Index (appendix 1). The index is comprised of
three tables that consider:
• timber types;
• number of dangerous trees per hectare;
• topography; and
• slope.
The timber types, number of dangerous trees, etc. is to be
determined from such sources as field reconnaissance notes,
timber cruise compilations, etc.
The rankings from each of the three tables are used to determine
an overall Site Hazard Index. The Site Hazard Index (i.e., high,
medium or low) will give minimum management requirements
to Harvesting Supervisors (e.g., Falling Supervisor) to ensure
the hazards associated with dangerous trees are appropriately
considered. The minimum requirements are noted in table 4 of
the index.
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Once the Site Hazard Index is determined, Planning personnel
are required to document the ranking of the harvest area on a
map. This map is to be provided to Harvesting Supervisors at
the cut block Prework.

Notes

Cut block Assessment: Identifying and
Assessing Dangerous Trees

AF
T

Planning personnel may encounter dangerous trees in a harvest
area (or portions of) during the layout stage. Dangerous trees
identified by the planning personnel are to make these trees
known to the harvesting supervisor. Planning personnel may
encounter dangerous trees both inside, and outside of the
proposed cut block boundary.

DR

To provide an accurate and thorough assessment of dangerous
trees, Planning personnel should be equipped with the following:
• Decay Class Comparison for Conifers and Hardwoods 		
(Provincial Danger Tree Assessment Process)
• WFP Dangerous Tree Field Guide – Planning (Appendix 2)
• Dangerous Tree ribbon (Killer tree)
• Compass, Clinometer, Hip Chain and/or nylon chain, GPS,
etc.
• Diameter Tape (optional)
Planning personnel can identify potentially dangerous trees by
considering the following indicators:
• Stem, bole and root condition: cracked stem, broken
tree tops, broken and suspended limbs, under minded or
decayed roots, etc.
• Bark condition: sloughing or peeling bark, etc.
• Biological factors: large fungi fruiting bodies (white conk),
evidence of cavity nesting, indications insect predation, etc.
• Topography: extreme slope, rock outcrop, gully, etc.

Planning personnel assess potentially dangerous trees by using
the “WFP Dangerous Tree Field Guide – Planning”. Those
completing this assessment must receive qualified person
training in Dangerous tree recognition; certification in the Wildlife/
Danger Tree Assessor’s Course – Harvesting/Silviculture module
is recommended.
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Notes

Those trees assessed and determined to be low or moderate
do not require documenting or communicating to Harvesting
Supervisors.
Those trees encountered and determined to be high risk (or
borderline between moderate and high), must be identified in the
field, documented and their relative location communicated to
Harvesting Supervisors.

AF
T

Those trees encountered and determined to be high risk (or
borderline moderate/high), should be evaluated using the “Decay
Class Comparison for Conifers and Hardwoods” (Wildlife/Danger
Tree Assessors Course).
Dangerous trees will be marked in the field with a number using
specific dangerous tree flagging (killer tree). It is recommended
that the dangerous tree be numbered and the number recorded
on the flagging tape.

DR

The information to be documented for each dangerous tree
ranked as high or borderline moderate/high, must include the
following:
• Dangerous tree Reference number;
• WFP Dangerous Tree Ranking;
• Decay Class (BC Provincial Dangerous tree Assessment
Process);
• Species;
• Diameter (to be accurate within 20cm); and
• Height (to be accurate within 10m).
It is recommended that typical traverse techniques (or GPS) be
used to tie the dangerous tree to a known feature or existing
traverse station to ensure accurate mapping.

Site Hazard Mapping
The Site Hazard Map is created by Planning personnel for use
by Harvesting Supervisors. The map must indicate:
a. areas with Site Hazard Index of moderate or high;
b. location of individual trees ranked high or borderline
moderate/high;
c. description of individual trees ranked high or borderline
moderate/high (i.e., tree number, Decay Class, species,
height, and diameter).
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Site Hazard Index rankings and individual dangerous trees will
be delineated on the map by using the following:
• Site Hazard Index – High: red cross hatching;
• Site Hazard Index – Moderate: yellow cross hatching; and
• Individual Dangerous Trees: red diamond with the
corresponding tree number.

Notes

DR

AF
T

Of critical importance is the need to communicate to the
Harvesting Supervisor that the hazard mapping and identification
of hazardous dangerous trees is a planning tool. Where the
Site Hazard Index is rated as HIGH, the Harvesting Supervisor
must initiate prompt site reviews to provide sufficient lead-time to
initiate mitigation plans.
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Notes

Harvesting Phase - Identification of
Dangerous Trees
Harvesting personnel (i.e., Fallers) identify dangerous trees
through the use of:
1.Hazard Map Review: where the Harvesting Supervisor (or
designate) reviews the Hazard Map provided by Planning
Personnel; and
2.Field Review: which may include the Prework, work site
assessment, etc.

AF
T

Hazard Map Review

Prior to (or during) the Prework, the Harvest Supervisor is to
review the Hazard Map applicable for the Faller’s work site. This
review must be documented.

Field Review

Prior to the commencement of work, the Harvesting Supervisor
may walk the work site with the Faller. During this field review,
dangerous trees must be identified and mitigation needs
discussed, where applicable.

DR

Prior to the commencement of work, the Faller must
progressively field review the work site and identify hazards
associated with dangerous trees, where applicable. Mitigation
strategies need to be planned concurrently with the falling.
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Harvesting Phase – Assessing and
Managing Dangerous Trees

Notes

The assessment and management of dangerous trees is
completed by:

AF
T

1.Harvesting Supervisors: where the Harvesting Supervisor
may complete a site visit prior to conducting an on-site
Prework for the Harvest area with Fallers and/or arrange of
activities to be done in the harvest area prior to fallers being
on site (e.g., dangerous tree blasting)
2.Falling Personnel: where individual dangerous trees are
assessed for the presence of hazard indicators concurrently
with falling activities.

Harvesting Supervisors Site Visit and Mitigation Plans

DR

The Harvesting Supervisor must collect information regarding
dangerous trees for the harvest area from Planning personnel.
This information may require the Harvest Supervisor to walk
the harvest area. Areas ranked as high as well as individually
identified trees are to be field reviewed.
This review may lead to the requirement to arrange pre-falling
activities (such as blasting) and assist in determining resource
requirements and matching faller qualifications to the types of
hazards.

The Harvesting Supervisor may make pre-falling dangerous tree
management arrangements based on information provided by
Planning personnel or the pre-falling site visit. The Dangerous
Tree Risk Assessment Guide is a valuable tool to determine
when a dangerous tree is too dangerous to hand fall (Appendix
3). These mitigation actions may include, but are not limited to:
• Blasting
• Pre-falling treatments
• Specialized faller training
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Notes

Falling Personnel –
Dangerous Tree Assessment
Fallers are to assess all dangerous trees for hazardous defects.
The Faller may use the “WFP Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment
Guide” as an assessment tool (Appendix 3).

DR

AF
T

Fallers are to manage the dangerous tree in a safe and efficient
manner. Fallers must notify the Harvesting Supervisor if they
do not have the level of training or experience for the dangerous
trees they are managing in their quarter, or additional resources
are required or additional training/expertise is needed.
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Appendix 1: Site Hazard Planning Index
Notes

SITE HAZARD PLANNING INDEX
Timber Type Hazard

RANKING:

Fd, Ss, Cw,
Deciduous
Yc
Hw, Ba, Pine
Mix

>80
<80
<60
<40
<20

Hazard
Trees

H

H

H

Abundant

M

H

H

Frequent

L

M

H

Common

L

M

M

Few

AF
T

Snag Density
(SPH)

Table 1:

L

L

L

Rare

Snag density - simply note your estimate of frequency of snags within the stand; use cruise info if available
Note: Upgrade your scoring if you observe suspended windthrow jack-pots

Table 2:

Physical Site Hazard

RANKING:

Note:

>60
<60
<40
<20
<10

Uniform

Hummocky

Broken /
Bluffs

H

H

H

M

H

H

M

M

H

L

M

M

L

L

L

DR

SLOPE %

Topography

During the layout, confirm topography risks and rate using the above Table 2.

Table 3:

SITE HAZARD INDEX

RANKING:

TIMBER
HAZARD

Physical Hazard

H
M
L

L

M

H

H

H

H

M

M

H

L

M

H

Comments:

Perform the rating for harvest area AND for perimeter areas if cable yarding
Consider stratifying the harvest area into like-risk areas

Table 4:

PLANNING STRATEGY
SITE
HAZARD STRATEGY DESCRIPTION
INDEX
LOW
MODERATE
HIGH

Normal falling strategies
Moderate potential of encountering Hazardous danger trees.
Alternative treatment strategies possible, confirm during pre-work review of
the unit
Qualified & experienced danger tree faller required
High potential of encountering Hazardous Danger Trees.
Develop a mitigation plan prior to start-up
Experienced and Qualified Danger Tree Faller required
Consider pre-harvest mitigation strategies
Pre-work site review of this risk area is MANDATORY
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Notes

Appendix 2: WFP Dangerous Tree
Field Guide - Planning
Dangerous Tree Field Guide
Planning
1-3

Decay Class

4-5
6-8
<30% Lean
>30% Lean
Stable bark
Unstable Bark

AF
T

Stem
Defects

Stress Cracks
Split Butt
Split Stem

Free of Overhead Hazards

Canopy
Factors

Overhead Hazards Present

(Brushy top and limbs, hung up top and limbs)

Limb Tied

Decay
Factors

With sounding base is determined to be
solid
With sounding base sounds hollow
Numerous Conks of Heart Rot Fungi

2
1

Rating and Recommended Actions

20
20
1
3
6
Score

Low

1-15

DR

Height
Influence

<3 meters (3’-10’)

3 – 10 meters (10’- 30’)
> 10 meters (30’+)

No Action Required

Moderate

No Action Required
If Dangerous Tree is borderline high, mark on map and
flag in field

HIGH
Flag Dangerous Tree and mark on map

10

1
3
6
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2

16-25
26+
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Appendix 3: WFP Dangerous Tree Risk
Assessment Guide
Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment Guide
Falling Supervisor
Tree Hazard Indicators
<30% Lean
>30% Lean

Stem
Hazards

Stable bark
Unstable Bark
Stress Cracks
Split Butt
Split Stem
Free of Overhead Hazards
Overhead Hazards Present

(Brushy top and limbs, hung up top and limbs)

Limb Tied

Decay
Factors

1
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2

AF
T

Canopy
Factors

Notes

With sounding base is determined to be
solid
With sounding base sounds hollow –
complete a vertical bore Vertical bore determines Sufficient Shell
Thickness for holding wood
White Fungus (Pinicola Heart Rot)

Vertical bore determines Hollow and
Advanced Decay – base will not support stem

2
1
1
2

3
26

if cut

DR

Adequate Opening present for falling
dangerous tree
Adequate Opening must be made for
falling dangerous tree
Marginal Opening is made or present for
falling dangerous trees
No Safe Opening can be made to fall
dangerous tree
Inadequate Escape

Falling
Factors

(compromised, blocked, poor footing, hazards, time)

3’-10’
10’-30’

1

10
20
26
26

Rating and Recommended Actions

1
2
3
Score

Low

1-15

Height
Influence

30’+

Strictly adhere to Safe Work Procedures

Moderate
Get Qualified Assistance
Safe work procedures alternate methods to fall may be used

HIGH
NO HAND FALLING
Contact Supervisor
Alternate falling method to be used. Modify falling plan.

16-25

26+
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Appendix 4a: Dangerous Tree Awareness Training
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T

Dangerous Trees Awareness
Training

DR

Timberlands

July 2006
Draft 0.0
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Dangerous Tree Awareness
Training

Notes

Delivery
Each Harvesting Supervisor (Bull Bucker, Falling Supervisor) will
be given a one-day Dangerous Tree Awareness training course
and will be familiarized with the Dangerous Tree Field Guide
– Harvesting by the instructor or by a member of WFP’s Snag
Team.

AF
T

Each faller will be given Tree Hazard Awareness training. The
course is focused towards the identification of tree hazards and
factors that render a tree too hazardous to hand fall.

Dangerous Tree Awareness Training

The TEAM will arrange and provide Dangerous Tree Awareness
training to planning staff and falling supervisors.
Training of the Planners and Falling Supervisors:

DR

• Plan for a two (2) hour indoor session with the group,
followed by a five (5) hour field session
• Indoor Session: review basic principles of wildlife trees, tree
death and decay processes, tree classification, OHSR 26.11
requirements for Dangerous Tree assessment
• Review the RISK matrix and planning process
• Field Session: at a site with numerous dangerous trees,
identify tree hazards and review tree assessment processes
• Review the Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment card and the
identification of high-risk dangerous trees
• Review site hazards and proper mitigation strategies (e.g.,
layout concerns, area deletions, site hazard mapping,
alternatives to hand falling)
• Provide sample trees for group to assess individually using
the Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment cards. Each tree
will be reviewed by the instructor and mitigations plans
discussed
• Summarize findings
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Tree Hazard Awareness Training
Notes

The Falling Supervisor will provide Tree Hazard Awareness
training with his crew. Training sessions should be held with
groups of five or less.

Training of the crews:
1. plan for 2-3 hrs to be spent with group
2. find an area with several dangerous trees for training
purposes
• dangerous trees will be assessed individually but
discussed as a group
• provide necessary tools to asses the dangerous tree. i.e.
axe for sounding
3. review the Dangerous Tree Risk Assessment cards and
their intention with the crew
• the card is developed as a safety tool to manage
dangerous trees
• the card assists in ensuring occupational and health
and safety regulations are adhered to, in particular sec.
26.25 Dangerous Trees and 26.26 Falling and Bucking of
Dangerous Trees.
• faller must stop and assess each dangerous tree they
come to
• the assessment procedure gives time for fallers to safely
review each dangerous tree
• the card gives a numerical rating of the dangerous tree
based on the card’s risk factors
• the card gives a procedure to follow to safely manage the
dangerous tree
4. allow each faller to assess each dangerous tree chosen and
come up with a numerical hazard rating for the dangerous
tree.
5. discuss the value determined by the faller individually
• numbers will vary but the overall risk category should be
the same for the entire group
6. discuss the risk category of the dangerous tree with the
group
7. discuss the recommended action with the group
8. summarize the findings

DR

AF
T

ou
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Blasting Control Procedures of
Dangerous Trees
Practices & Procedures
P&P
Timberlands

DR
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Blasting Control Procedures of
Dangerous Trees

Notes

Control methods of a dangerous tree are ultimately left to the
Falling Supervisor and faller. If hand falling is the selected
method of controlling the dangerous tree use safe falling
practices at all times.

Definitions

AF
T

Blasting

DR

“blaster” means a person who is the holder of a valid blaster’s
certificate
“blaster of record” means the blaster who is designated to be in
charge of a blasting operation;
“blasting area” means an area extending at least 50 m (165 ft) in
every direction from a place where explosive materials are being
prepared or fixed, or where an unexploded charge is known or
believed to exist;
“blasting log” means a written record of loading details, and the
site examination after the blast;
“blasting operation” includes preparing, placing, and firing
a charge, handling a misfire, and destroying or disposing of
explosive materials;
“danger area” means an area in which there may be danger
to persons or property from flying material or other hazardous
condition resulting from a blast;
“magazine” means a structure used for the unattended storage of
either detonators or explosives, and which meets the regulations
and standards of the Explosives Act (Canada);
“day box” means an unlicensed facility, not used for overnight
storage, constructed to Type 6 magazine specifications pursuant
to the Explosives Act (Canada);
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Notes

Certification

DR
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• Only the holder of a valid blaster’s certificate issued by the
Worker’s Compensation Board or acceptable to the Board
is permitted to conduct or direct a blasting operation, and
then only if the work involved is within the scope of that
certificate.
• All work within the blasting area must be done under the
authorization of the designated blaster of record responsible
for that area.
• Persons who do not hold blaster’s certificates may assist
a blaster, but the blaster must have authority over the
assistants and must exercise visual supervision over them
and be responsible for their work during explosive loading,
priming, fixing or firing.
• Details on the certificate of a blaster are recorded and
understood by WFP or the contractor before permitting the
certificate holder to carry out the duties of a blaster.
• A blaster must retain his or her certificate and must keep the
original it in a safe place at the worksite while carrying out
the duties of a blaster.

Storage of Explosives
21.17 Worksite storage
• WFP and/or the contractor must ensure that the location of
the registered explosive magazine in which explosives are
stored, and any restrictions on access or activity around the
magazine area, are clearly communicated to all workers.
• A day box and receptacle used for day storage of explosives
on a work site must, when they contain explosives, display
signs indicating the presence of explosives in a conspicuous
manner, be locked and the signs must be removed when
they are empty.
• A vehicle containing explosives while in a workplace must
display signs indicating the presence of explosives in a
conspicuous manner, visible from all sides of the vehicle, be
locked and the signs must be removed when the vehicle no
longer contains explosives.
• Explosives at the worksite must be guarded or contained in
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Notes
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•

secured locked day boxes until used or returned to storage
magazines.
Detonating cord must be stored separately, or with
explosives other than detonators.
Detonator products must not be kept in a store or receptacle
in which explosives or safety fuses, fuse lighters, or
connectors are stored.
At the loading site, detonator products must be stored
separately from other explosives, and in a crush resistant
box which is clearly identified.
Blasting explosives and detonator products must be kept
and handled separately until the last most practicable
moment, before bringing them together.

Transportation of Explosives

DR

• A vehicle being used to transport explosives must be in
sound mechanical condition, suitable for, and capable of,
safely transporting explosives
• A conveyance transporting explosives must be equipped
with at least 2 fire extinguishers, of a type capable of quickly
extinguishing gasoline, oil, or electrical fires.
• The fire extinguishers must be readily available for use and
must have
a. a minimum 5 BC rating for a vehicle with up to 2 000 kg (4
400 lbs) gross vehicle weight (GVW) rating, and
b. a minimum 10 BC rating for a vehicle with more than 2
000 kg (4 400 lbs) GVW rating.
• Contact between packages containing explosives and
exposed ferrous metal in a conveyance must be prevented
by the use of wood, tarpaulin, or other suitable dunnage
materials.
• Passengers, other than those assigned to assist in handling
explosives, are not permitted on a vehicle transporting
explosives.
• The transporter of the explosives must hold a valid
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Certificate appropriate
for explosives and have the TDG Shipping manifest in the
vehicle when carrying explosives.
• Appropriate Transportation of Dangerous Goods Labels
must be used when transporting explosives.
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Notes

• Explosives carried in a vehicle must be in a fully enclosed,
locked, fire resistant fixed container or compartment,
separate from the passenger compartment.
• Electric detonators must be transported in their original
containers, with their leg wires shunted, as shipped by the
manufacturer.
• Explosives must be transported in their original containers.
• Detonators must be adequately separated from other
explosives during transport.
• Only reasonable quantities of flammable or combustible
materials may be carried in appropriate containers during
transport of explosives at the workplace provided such
materials are contained in a manner which will not cause or
transmit a fire or explosion, and are adequately separated
from any explosives containers.
• An Emergency Response Assistance Plan (ERAP) must be
in place for the transport of explosives from the point of drop
off by the supplier to the work site unless their is never more
than 75kg or more of explosive transported.

Blasting Operations

DR

• Ensure appropriate measures have been made to notify
aviation equipment that may be operating in the danger
area.
• Place blasting warning signs on the road in every direction
of travel. Place signs within a safe distance from the danger
area.
• Move the explosive product to the dangerous tree keeping
detonators separate from the explosive. Keep detonators
separate until the last possible minute.
• Ensure access into the danger area has been blocked and
appropriate notification is sounded for blasting
• After a blast is detonated, the blaster must not allow any
other worker to enter the blasting area until
1. the area has been examined by the blaster for misfires
and other hazards,
2. the “all clear” has been sounded, and
3. the blaster gives permission for work to proceed.
• After a blast is electrically detonated the blaster must not
enter the blasting area until
1. the blaster has disconnected the firing cables from the
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Records

Notes

AF
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blasting machine and has short circuited the lead wires, or
2. if the blast was detonated from a power line, the blaster
has disconnected the firing lines and locked the switch
open.
• When a blast initiated by electrical methods cannot be
verified to have completely detonated, or is suspected to
have misfired, the blaster must disconnect the firing lines
from the blasting machine, and wait at least 10 minutes
before permitting anyone to enter the danger area.
• When a blast initiated by a safety fuse cannot be verified to
have completely detonated, or is suspected to have misfired,
the blaster must wait at least 30 minutes after the estimated
time of detonation before permitting anyone to enter the
danger area.

DR

• The blaster of record must record in a log the pre-blast
loading details and the results of the post blast site
inspection.
• Blasting logs must be maintained at the blasting site,
available for inspection by an officer, workers and worker
representatives.
• WFP and/or the contractor must ensure that blasting logs
are kept for at least 5 years after completion of the blasting
operation.
• The blaster must maintain a personal log of all blasting work
that the blaster has performed.
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Charge Type

Show Charge
Placements (x)

Spacing of
Charges

SD - Stem Damage; HT hazard top; CM - conks; ST - No. of Charges
Split trunk; CA Canker/Goiter; SB - shed Length of Charge
(cm)
bark; RI- Root issues

Tree Defects

Charges Used

FAX COPY TO: Dean McGeough (250) 642-2656 COPY SENT (date):

Shade solid
holding wood

General
Comments:

Post-blast
hazards?

Products Used:

Post Blast Comments

AF
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Date of Blast (Y/M/D):

Blaster' Name & Certificate:

Take and record photos (e.g., photo of tree, charge placement, post blast - stump and butt):

Tree Lean %

Circumf.(cm)

Height (m)

Tree Hazard
Score

Tree Class

Tree Species

Operation:

Block Identification:

Tree Information

Licensee:

Location

Danger Tree Removal Field Data

DR
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Danger Tree Blasting Record

Notes
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Brief Summary of Dangerous Tree Blasting
–Limitation Tests
The uses of specialty explosives were compared to the use of Amex™ in a series of limitation tests
at Gold River, Zeballos and North Island. WFP and ORICA Canada tested Magna Paks™ and Cone
Paks™ on various trees, both standing and downed. The tests were performed to identify the limits
of specialty explosives for removing dangerous trees.
The specialty products were tested on tree species found throughout WFP Timberlands, and included Douglas-fir, Western redcedar, Yellow cypress (yellow cedar), Western hemlock and Amabilis
fir. A summary of the tests performed is attached.

Use of Charges
Magna Paks™ were used in 22 test situations and found to be quite successful in treating dangerous
trees. The important findings are that the charges need to be placed to provide coverage of >65% of
the stem’s circumference if stems are solid. The observations made to date are:
• Product is easy to carry around (light)
• Timely to attach (many hands are needed)
• Less charge needed to bring down than with Amex™
• Very clean blast
• No post blast site hazards created
Amex™ was used in 7 test situations. In some instances, Amex™ was required to topple trees
where a specialty test was unable. The blasters at most WFP Timberlands are familiar to using
Amex™. Generally, this product requires the creation of “windows” into the tree if there are no
natural windows – thereby exposing workers when trees are very decadent and unstable. The observations made to date are:
• Easy to use for blaster (use to using it).
• 25kg bag required (heavy to pack around)
• Creates a lot of debris
• Risk of undermining neighboring trees
• Damage to neighboring trees
Cone Paks™ were used in 6 test situations and found to be quite successful in treating dangerous
trees. The important findings are that these charges are not as readily available (hence the limited
studies to-date). The product is easily placed to provide a focussed blast to shear the stems. The
observations made to date are:
• Easy to carry around (light)
• Timely to attach (many hands are needed)
• Less charge needed to bring down than with Amex™
• Very clean blast
• No post blast site hazards created
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General Comments
Amex® is still a tool, and is especially useful when treating large stems along openings
Magna Paks® and Cone Paks® are a valuable product, especially if pre-blasting is required in a
stand. These products create very minimal post-blast debris.

Recommendations
Further testing is required to determine the operating limits and loading requirements for all three
products under a range of dangerous tree types. In addition, a method for affixing the specialty
charges to trees needs to be developed. Presently, the use of “duct tape” is simple and effective in
placing the charges to the stem and achieving a good coupling. However, the process requires more
than one person. Furthermore, product availability, storage and transportation guidelines, as well as
coordination logistics will need to be confirmed.
• WFP continue to explore other products and develop loading guidelines for dangerous tree
blasting,
• WFP to develop safe operating procedures for dangerous tree blasting
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Western Forest Products Ltd.		 Orica Canada Inc.
PO Box 220		 2890 Vigar Road
Gold River B.C.		 Campbell River B.C.
V0P 1G0		 V9W 6A3
ATT: Mr. Kevin Somerville

April 26, 2006

Dear Kevin
I am writing to recap our TEAM SNAG joint activities since my March 23rd. report.
A decision to was made to pursue the explosive path during our April 10th. Team Snag meeting. We are
satisfied that explosives can do a lot to deal with danger trees, now we need to get a sense of their limitations. I will bring more Magnapak and Conepak into Campbell River. Further testing to gather data will be
done at WFP Gold River and Zeballos, as well as by GLM Cont. at WFP Port McNeill.
I spent April 19th. with Terry Annanson, and his group. In attendance were Terry Annonson, Terry Carter
the Bull Bucker from Woss, Blaster Andy Laduc, Glenn McCall and his blaster from Totem Bar, and Ken
Cranton from Orica Canada. I spent April 20th. at June Landing with Randy Boas and his group. In attendance were Randy Boas, Rodger Briscoe, Bjarne Neilsen from Work Safe B.C., Dave Weyner & Mike
Murray from GLM, Jeff Mousher, and Ken Cranton from Orica Canada. The purpose of our action was to
continue the snag blasting trials that we began March 16th. and 21st. at Gold River.
The action plan was to further investigate feasibility of the use of explosives as a method of dealing with
“danger trees”, particularly snags, and blow down in a manner that would remove the need to cut into or
disturb the tree with a saw or axe. Our activities of March 16th. satisfied us all that there is potential in the
use of shaped charge explosives to deal with danger trees. Our activities of March 19th. and 20th. were to
gather data with the goal to eventually produce some guidelines for the use of explosives to deal with most
types of danger trees.
The blasts carried out at Zeballos and June Landing provided us with more data on tree and charge size.
They gave us the opportunity to prove that the theory that the use of a common plastic fencing material to
secure a charge to a tree will work in most instances. They also presented us with the new challenge of how
to insure sufficient charge coupling when dealing with danger trees that have a heavily fluted base. Our
observations indicate that the height of the snag and the amount of rot on the outer portion of the tree stem
can greatly affect the performance of the explosive. Our activities to date have shown that although shaped
charges have their place and produce many benefits, there are places where the use of Amex is a better alternative charge.
I am attaching a summary of the test blasts done at Zeballos and Jeune Landing.
Best Regards
Wayne Clark
Manager – Vancouver Island
Technical
Orica Canada Inc.
Phone - 250-286-3255
Fax:
- 250-287-2033
Mobile - 250-203-1360
Email - wayne.clark@orica.com
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ZEBBALLOS
APRIL 19TH. BLAST # 1
Hem.
Snag
Tree class
2
Tree height 	110 ft.
Circumference
13ft. 6 In.
Diameter 	4 ft. 4 In.
Tree lean
5 deg.
Tree defects
stem damage, shed bark, conks
Holding wood
all
Type of charge
Magnapak 1 kg.
Number of charges 16 pillowpak placed on the same side of the stem that we wished the tree to
fall.
Length of charge
8 ft. (.61 Of dia.)
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BLAST #1 CONT.

Post blast hazard
Result

none
very effective, no debris
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ZEBALLOS
BLAST # 2
Hem.
Snag
Tree class 	4
Tree height 5
0 ft.
Circumference
18 ft. 6 In.
Diameter
5 ft. 6 In.
Tree lean
5 deg.
Tree defects
stem damage, hazard top, split trunk, shed bark, conks (fluted trunk at the
base)
Holding wood
all
Type of charge
Magnapak 1 kg.
Number of charges
23 – 1 kg Magnapak placed on the same side of the stem that we wished the
tree to fall.
Length of charge
11 ft. (.6 Of dia.)
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ZEBALLOS BLAST # 2 CONT.
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ZEBALLOS BLAST # 2 CONT.
AMEX

Post blast hazard

The charge was not successful due mostly to poor coupling of the charge to
the trunk of the tree.
Although it didn’t take the snag down, it did remove all loose and rotten material and left the remaining stem about 25 ft. High.

The final blast on this snag was done using 1 bag of Amex. As can be seen, the Amex blasted a
huge hole onder and in front of the stump but it still left the snag standing. It was
decided that a machine working on the setting could push the remainder over.
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ZEBALLOS BLAST # 3
Bal.
Blowdown / hangup
Tree class
2
Tree height
70 ft.
Circumference
98 in.
Diameter
29 in.
Tree lean
blow down hung up.
Tree defects
root wad
Holding wood
all
Type of charge
Magnapak 1 kg.
Number of charges 	3
Length of charge
spaced evenly around circumference
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ZEBALLOS BLAST # 3 CONT.

Post blast hazard
Blast results

none, the severing of the tree allowed the spring load to be releived.
very effective.
The tree was severed while producing very little shatter into the stem. It
appeared that if 1 to 2 ft. Here trimmed from the butt that all the ashatter
would be removed.
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JEUNE LANDING
APRIL 20, 2006 BLAST # 1
Hem.
Snag
Tree class
5
Tree height
126 ft.
Circumference
12 ft. 6 In.
Diameter 	48 in.
Tree lean
less than 5 deg.
Tree defects
hazard top, shed bark, rot issues
Holding wood
all
Type of charge
Magnapak 1 kg.
Number of charges 16 charges 1 kg. Magnapac placed on the same side of the stem as we wished
the tree to fall
Length of charge
7 ft. 6 In. (.6 The dia.)
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JEUNE LANDING BLAST #1 CONT.

Post blast hazard

None

Blast results

The snag was severed to within about 10 inches of the diameter and worked
like an undercut the height of the tree did the rest of the work. A small spike
of about 12 ft. Was left that posed no danger.
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APRIL 20, 2006 JEUNE LANDING BLAST # 2
Hem.
Snag
Tree class 	3
Tree height 	180 ft.
Circumference
11 ft. 6 In.
Diameter 	48 in.
Tree lean
less than 5 deg.
Tree defects
hazard top, conk
Holding wood
all
Type of charge
amex
Number of charges 1 – 25kg. Bag of Amex was placed under the tree in the root system and the
hole filled with debris.
Length of charge
single charge placed under the low side of the tree.
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JEUNE LANDING BLAST #2 CONT.

Post blast hazard

Wide area of debris, considerable damage to adjacent growth that will create
a hazard in the future. Undermined the root system of a tree up slope of
roughly the same size creating a hazard.

Blast results

The tree came down as planned and the original hazard was removed.
The blast excavated a hole about 10 ft. x 14 ft. x 6 ft deep, where the tree
originally stood. Debris was thrown over a distance of about 200 ft.
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LOCATION
Gold River

Gold River

Zeballos

June landing

Zeballos

June Landing

Port McNeill

DATE
March. 16

March. 21

April. 19

April. 20

May. 11

June. 1

June. 25

DATES & TEST SITES

174
88
73
61
92
61
223
97

Redcedar
Balsam

Redcedar

Yellow Cedar

Redcedar

Yellow Cedar

Redcedar

Redcedar

63

Fir
77

?

Hemlock

Redcedar

95

Hemlock

97

Hemlock

90

39
39
37

Hemlock
Hemlock
Hemlock

Spruce

38
24
39

2-2 Hem
Balsam
Hemlock

49

54

1-2 Hem

Spruce

86
86
86
86
42

Fir
Fir
Fir
Fir
Hemlock

304

701

190

290

190

230

547
275

243

198

?

298

283

153

305

122
122
117

120
74
122

168

270
270
270
270
132

Cl. 5: SB

Cl. 6: SD, ST, RI

none

Cl. 6: ST, SD, RI

none

Cl. 6: ST, SD, HT

Cl. 6: ST, SD, HT
Cl. 7: SD, CM, SB

Cl. 6: ST, SD, HT

Snag

Snag

Snag

Snag

Snag

Snag

Snag
Penetration Test
Snag

Snag
Blow Down
Snag

Snag

Penetration Test
Penetration Test
Penetration Test
Penetration Test
Snag

TREE INFORMATION
Stem Diam Stem Circ.
SPECIES
(CM)
(CM)
Tree Issues
Fir
48
150
Hollow stem
Fir
52
163
Hollow stem
Yellow Cedar
64
200
none
Fir
40
125
Snag
Fir
48
150
Snag
Yellow Cedar
46
144
snag
Fir
84
263
Snag
Fir
92
289
Snag

Summary of TEAM Snag Blasting Limitation Trials - 2006

1 - 4kg

1

1

2 - 1kg

10

5

13

15

20

25

14
14

3
16

23

16

1
2

4
6

7

MAGNAPAK

1
2

4
11

4
2

3

1

1
1

2

1

1

CONE PAK AMEX
4

PRODUCT

A small window

3 locations

40cm charge

73%

A small window

Under Root

Under Root
Under Root

2 locations - 1m apart

80%

45x15x10 cm Window

55%

3ft.Across face

51%

60%

Under Root
65%
66%

Under Root
100% spaced
61%

60%

NA
NA
NA
NA
61%

CHARGE COVERAGE
% of
CIRCUMFERENCE
100% spaced
61%
100% spaced
30%
60%
65%
60%
60%

COMMENTS
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
No Hazard
Effective to heart wood core; but not
sheared
Penetrated
Sheared the stem
Penetrated
Sheared the stem
Penetrated
Sheared the stem
Penetrated
No Hazard
Fell
Fluted stem hindered contact; Blew Rot
off stem
Failed
Tree did not fall; Debris hazard; Machine
used to knock stem down
Failed
No Hazard
Sheared
No Hazard
Fell
Amex created debris hazards & damage
to adjacent trees
Fell
Sheared the stem
Broke Through
No Hazard
Fell
Some Debris From Explosives In Flutes
of Stem
Fell
Blew away approx. 40% of stem; tree
standing
Failed
Debris from overload; overloaded to be
sure tree came down
Fell
Blew rotten shell of the stem; Unstable
Top remained
Failed
Cut Window Into Stem; Lost Control of
fall Direction
Fell
Overloaded - Overcompensated after
previous day's trials; no debris issues
Fell
Tree fell against lean; stem split; a large
debris field created; 1 bag amex
Split but fell
Full bag; Blast uprooted the tree and fell;
post blast debris - no hazard
Uprooted
1/2 bag of amex; large debris field
Fell
Full bag amex; Blast fell the tree and fell;
post blast debris field
Fell
2 paks in a window; tree also had an
undercut and 2 sidecuts; sat back
Failed
Purposely overloaded to compare to
Amex - little debris
Fell
Tree 5: second blast - loaded the
undecut for diameter - no debris
Fell
1 bag amex split into 3 to get 75%
coverage; large hole in ground
Fell
Loaded into hole; tree was also ringed
with a saw; no debris
Fell

BLAST
RESULTs
Sheared
Sheared
Sheared
Fell
Fell
Fell
Fell
Fell

Snag Blasting Trial Summary
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